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ERGODICITY AND INTERSECTIONS OF NODAL SETS AND
GEODESICS ON REAL ANALYTIC SURFACES
STEVE ZELDITCH
Abstract. We consider the the intersections of the complex nodal set NCλj of the analytic
continuation of an eigenfunction of ∆ on a real analytic surface (M2, g) with the complexifi-
cation of a geodesic γ. We prove that if the geodesic flow is ergodic and if γ is periodic and
satisfies a generic asymmetry condition, then the intersection points NCλj ∩ γCx,ξ condense
along the real geodesic and become uniformly distributed with respect to its arc-length.
We prove an analogous result for non-periodic geodesics except that the ‘origin’ γx,ξ(0) is
allowed to move with λj .
This article is concerned with the ‘complex geometry’ of nodal sets of Laplace eigenfunc-
tions on real analytic Riemannian surfaces (M2, g) with ergodic geodesic flow. All but one
of the methods are valid in all dimensions, so until it is necessary to specialize to surfaces we
consider Riemannian manifolds (Mm, g) of general dimensionm. Let {ϕj} be an orthonormal
basis of eigenfunctions of the Laplacian ∆ of (M, g),
∆ϕ
j
= λ2jϕj , 〈ϕj, ϕk〉 = δjk,
where λ0 = 0 < λ1 ≤ λ2 ≤ · · · and where 〈u, v〉 =
∫
M
uvdVg (dVg being the volume form).
When the geodesic flow Gt : S∗gM → S∗gM is ergodic on the unit (co-)tangent bundle, the
‘random wave model’ for eigenfunctions predicts that the nodal sets
Nϕj = {x ∈M : ϕj(x) = 0}
become equidistributed with respect to the volume form in the sense that
(1)
1
Hm−1(Nϕj )
∫
Nϕj
fdHm−1 → 1
V ol(M, g)
∫
M
fdVg, (∀f ∈ C(M)).
Here, Hm−1(Nϕj) denotes the hypersurface volume. This prediction appears to lie far beyond
the scope of current mathematical techniques. But we aim to show that something quite
close to (1) can be proved for intersections of complex nodal lines and complexified geodesics
on real analytic surfaces with ergodic geodesic flow. Roughly speaking, we show that in
the complex domain, as λ → ∞, the intersections of nodal sets with generic periodic and
non-periodic geodesics condense along the underlying real geodesic and become uniformly
distributed relative to its arclength. Much of the proof generalizes to any real analytic curve
on a surface or to a real analytic hypersurface in higher dimensions, but the case of geodesics
seems to us special and interesting enough to deserve a separate treatment; the potential
generalizations are discussed at the end of the introduction.
To state our results, we introduce some notation. We recall that any real analytic manifold
M admits a Bruhat-Whitney complexification MC, and that for any real analytic metric g
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all of the eigenfunctions ϕj extend holomorphically to a fixed open open neighborhood Mǫ
of M in MC called a Grauert tube. The ‘radius’ of an open neighborhood is measured by
the Grauert tube function
√
ρ and we denote the level set
√
ρ = τ by ∂Mτ for τ ≤ ǫ (see §1
for background). The complex nodal sets are defined by
NϕC
j
= {ζ ∈Mǫ : ϕCj (ζ) = 0}.
We plan to intersect these nodal sets with the (image of the) complexification of an arc-length
parameterized geodesic
(2) γx,ξ : R→M, γx,ξ(0) = x, γ′x,ξ(0) = ξ ∈ TxM.
If
(3) Sǫ = {(t + iτ ∈ C : |τ | ≤ ǫ}
then (as recalled in §1) γx,ξ admits an analytic continuation
(4) γCx,ξ : Sǫ →Mǫ.
When we freeze τ we put
(5) γτx,ξ(t) = γ
C
x,ξ(t + iτ).
The intersection points of γCx,ξ and N Cϕj correspond to the zeros of the pullback (γCx,ξ)∗ϕCj .
We encode this discrete set by the measure
(6) [N γ
C
x,ξ
λj
] =
∑
(t+iτ): ϕCj (γ
C
x,ξ
(t+iτ))=0
δt+iτ .
Definition 1. Let S = {jk} ⊂ N be a subsequence of the positive integers. We say that the
intersection points of the complex nodal sets N Cλjk and the complexified geodesic γ
C
x,ξ for the
subsequence S condense on the real geodesic and become uniformly distributed with respect
to arc-length if, for any f ∈ Cc(Sǫ),
lim
k→∞
1
λjk
∑
(t+iτ): ϕCjk
(γCx,ξ(t+iτ))=0
f(t+ iτ) =
1
π
∫
R
f(t)dt.
That is, 1
λjk
[N γ
C
x,ξ
λj
]→ 1
π
δ0(τ)dtdτ in the sense of measures.
The first result of this article (Theorem 1) gives a sufficient condition on a periodic geodesic
γx,ξ for the existence of a subsequence Sx,ξ of density one of the {λj} for which {Nλjk} satisfies
the condition of Definition 1. The condition is that the QER (quantum ergodic restriction)
result of [TZ] is valid for the geodesic. As recalled in §10.1, the QER result states that
restrictions of eigenfuntions ϕjk |γx,ξ to a (real) geodesic are quantum ergodic along γx,ξ as
long as γx,ξ is asymmetric (as a hypersurface of M) with respect to the geodesic flow. The
asymmetry condition (Definition 4) means that geodesics α(t) : R → M with α(0) ∈ γx,ξ
(i.e. the trace of γx,ξ) and the geodesic α
∗(t) such that α(0) = α∗(0) and with α∗
′
(0) equal
to the reflection through Tα(0)γx,ξ of α
′(0) almost never return to γx,ξ at the same time and
the same point. Since geodesics are hypersurfaces only when dimM = 2, the result on
intersections of periodic geodesics and nodal sets is only proved in that dimension. Results
independent of QER hold in all dimensions.
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The second result ( Theorem 2) is an analogous result for non-periodic geodesics, such
as Birkhoff regular ones. The result is somewhat weaker due to the non-compactness of
non-periodic geodesics and the resulting problems with escape of mass at parameter time
infinity.
0.1. A key Lemma. Before stating the Theorems precisely, we state a key Lemma which
is valid in all dimensions and which reduces the equidistribution of zeros in the ergodic case
to growth estimates. It is ultimately based on the key Proposition 2 which we state after
some further preliminaries.
The starting point is the Poincare´-Lelong formula, according to which we may express the
current of summation over the intersection points in (6) in the form,
(7) [N x,ξλj ] =
i
π
∂∂¯t+iτ log
∣∣∣γ∗x,ξϕCλj (t+ iτ)∣∣∣2 .
This formula holds for the complexification of any real analytic curve. It follows from (7)
that the main step in the proofs of all the theorems is to obtain the asymptotics of the
sequence
(8) vx,ξj :=
1
λj
log
∣∣∣γ∗x,ξϕCλj (t+ iτ)∣∣∣2 , ((x, ξ) ∈ S∗M)
of subharmonic functions on a strip Sǫ ⊂ C.
A key Lemma is the following compactness result, which combines a standard compactness
Lemma due to Hartogs, H. Cartan and L. Ho¨rmander with a stronger conclusion that is
ultimately based on Proposition 2 below. We use the notation v∗ for the USC (upper semi-
continuous) regularization of v. For background we refer to [Ho2] (Theorems 3.2.12-3.2.13).
Lemma 1. For any compact analytic Riemannian manifold (M, g), and any (x, ξ) ∈ S∗M ,
the family of subharmonic functions
Fx,ξ := {vx,ξj (t+ iτ), j = 1, 2, . . . }
on the strip Sǫ is precompact in L
1
loc(Sǫ) as long as it does not converge uniformly to −∞ on
all compact subsets of Sǫ. Moreover:
• For all (x, ξ), lim supk→∞ vx,ξk (t + iτ) ≤ 2|τ |.
• Let {vx,ξjk } be any subsequence of {vx,ξj } with a unique L1loc limit v on Sǫ and let v∗ be
its USC regularization. Then if v∗ < 2|τ |−ǫ on an open set U ⊂ Sǫ then v∗ ≤ 2|τ |−ǫ
for U˜ =
⋃
t∈R(U + t) and
(9) lim sup
k→∞
vjk ≤ |τ | − ǫ on U˜ .
The upper bounds follow from the global upper bound
(10) lim sup
k→∞
1
λj
log |ϕjk(ζ)|2 ≤ 2
√
ρ(ζ)
everywhere on ∂Mτ proved in [Z]; we review it in §3.2. However, it is not generally true that
if a limit v∗ is < 2|τ | − ǫ on some open set then it is globally < 2|τ | − ǫ on R. This is where
Proposition 2 is used.
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Since there is no unique choice of origin along (the trace of) the parameterized geodesic
γx,ξ it is natural to consider the enlarged family
(11) Fx,ξ
R
:=
⋃
s∈R
FGs(x,ξ)
of translates of γ∗x,ξϕj for j = 1, 2, . . . . The compactness result of Lemma 1 generalizes to
this family; we refer to Lemma 7.1 for the statement we need.
0.2. Statement of results for asymmetric periodic geodesics on surfaces. The first
result pertains to periodic geodesics on surfaces which satisfy the asymmetry condition (Def-
inition 4). The asymmetry condition is needed to rule out obvious counter-examples such as
when γx,ξ is the fixed point set of an isometric involution; then “odd” eigenfunctions under
the involution will vanish everywhere on the geodesic. The asymmetry condition originated
in [TZ] as the condition that γx,ξ have the QER (quantum ergodic restriction) property, i.e
that there exists a full density set of eigenfunctions {ϕjk} which are quantum ergodic when
restricted to γx,ξ [TZ]; see also [DZ]. The asymmetry of periodic geodesics on hyperbolic
surfaces is studied in [TZ] and the discussion is almost the same for any surface of negative
curvature. Hence we do not discuss existence of asymmetric periodic geodesics in this article.
Theorem 1. Let (M2, g) be a real analytic Riemannian surface with ergodic geodesic flow.
Let γx,ξ be a periodic geodesic satisfying the assymetry QER hypothesis of Definition 4. Then
there exists a subsequence of eigenvalues λjk of density one such that the equi-distribution
result in Definition 1 holds.
The main Proposition is:
Proposition 1. (Growth saturation) If γx,ξ is a periodic geodesic which satisfies the QER
asymmetry condition (Definition 4) along compact arcs, then there exists a subsequence Sx,ξ
of density one so that, for all τ < ǫ,
lim
k→∞
1
λjk
log
∣∣∣γτ∗x,ξϕCλjk (t+ iτ)∣∣∣2 = 2|τ | in L1loc(Sτ ).
The subsequence Sx,ξ is the ergodic sequence along γx,ξ given by Theorem 10.1.
Proposition 1 immediately implies Theorem 1 since we can apply ∂∂¯ to the L1 conver-
gent sequence 1
λjk
log
∣∣∣γ∗x,ξϕCλjk (t + iτ)∣∣∣2 to obtain a weakly convergence sequence of measures
tending to ∂∂¯|τ |. This Proposition has an analogue for any real analytic curve but the exact
formula is special to geodesics and arises because complex geodesics are isometric embed-
dings to Grauert tubes (see §1.5). In general, the growth rates of restrictions depend on the
curve.
0.3. Statement of results for non-periodic geodesics. We next consider non-periodic
geodesics. The non-compactness of R may allow the L2 mass of the restricted eigenfunctions
(in the real or complex domain) to escape ‘to infinity’ along the parameter interval R of the
geodesic as λj → ∞. That is, |ϕCj |γτx,ξ might achieve growth saturation only on intervals
Ij ⊂ R which get translated to infinity as j → ∞. Viewed on the compact manifold M ,
the intervals have limit sets but they might consist of arcs along different geodesics, i.e. the
saturating mass might jump in the limit to another geodesic.
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To gain some partial compactness, we consider the two-parameter family (11) of restric-
tions γ∗Gs(x,ξ)ϕj as s, λj vary. For fixed λj this is the family of translates of γ
∗
x,ξϕj . Of course,
this family is non-compact in Cb(R) since γ
∗
x,ξϕj is not an almost-periodic function.
Theorem 2. Let (M2, g) be a real analytic Riemannian surface with ergodic geodesic flow.
Let γx,ξ be a non-periodic geodesic satisfying the assymetry QER hypothesis of Definition 4.
Then there exists a subsequence of eigenvalues λjk of density one and a sequence {Nk} ⊂ R
such that for any f ∈ Cc(Sǫ),
lim
k→∞
∑
(t+iτ): (γ∗
(x,ξ)
ϕCjk
(t+Nk+iτ))=0
f(t+ iτ) =
1
π
∫
R
f(t)dt.
Thus, we obtain a result parallel to that of Theorem 1 except that we may have to translate
the origin x γx,ξ unbounded parameter distances along the geodesic.
These concentration- equidistribution results are ‘restricted’ versions of the result of [Z],
which states that for real analytic (M, g) with ergodic geodesic flow,
(12) 〈ψ, [ 1
λj
NϕC
λj
]〉 → 1
π
∫
Mτ
ψωm−1ddc
√
ρ
for a density one subsequence of ergodic eigenfunctions. Here, ω = ddcρ is the Ka¨hler metric
on the Grauert tube induced by g (see [GS1, LS] and §1). An important point to observe
is that ddc
√
ρ is singular along the real domain, indicating that complex zeros concentrate
along the totally real submanifold M . Our results show that the singularity is magnified
under restriction to asymmetric geodesics, indeed it becomes a delta function along the real
geodesic. We also refer to [NV, SZ] for earlier papers studying distribution of complex zeros
of ergodic eigensections.
It follows that there exist many “nearly real” intersections of a complex geodesic with the
complex nodal line when the geodesic flow is ergodic (i.e. zeros of γ∗x,ξϕ
C
j whose imaginary
parts tend to zero with λj). It would be very interesting to know the proportion of “truly real”
intersection points among these nearly real ones. There are very few lower bounds known at
present on the number of real intersection points, except in special cases such as separation
of variables eigenfunctions or eigenfunctions on flat tori [BR] or special eigenfunctions and
the geodesics on the modular hyperbolic surface [GRS].
0.4. Discussion of the proofs. The proofs involve several principles which played no role
in the global result (12). Some hold in much greater generality and some are specific to
geodesics. At the end of the introduction we discuss the potential generalizations.
One of the main ingredients in the proof is an invariance principle for restrictions to
geodesics in the complex domain that is a simple kind of QUER (quantum uniquely ergodic
restriction) principle. The main statement (Lemma 2) proves the translation invariance of
the limit measures of L2 normalizations of |γ∗x,ξϕCj (t+ iτ)|2 along intervals in each horizontal
line of Sτ . Intuitively, it is the restricted version of the standard fact that Wigner measures
of eigenfunctions are almost invariant under the geodesic flow. Since we are restricting to
a single geodesic, the result should be translation invariance of the limit measures. But we
obviously need to normalize γ∗x,ξϕ
C
j (t+ iτ) along horizontal lines to obtain a bounded family
of measures and its limit measures. The non-compactness of R in the case of non-periodic
geodesics forces us to work on compact sub-intervals.
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In the case of periodic geodesics, we can normalize γ∗x,ξϕ
C
j (t + iτ) for each τ by dividing
by its L2 norm for t ∈ [0, L] where L is the period of γx,ξ in the real domain (hence also in
the complex domain). When γx,ξ is a non-periodic geodesic, there is no canonical choice of
normalization and therefore we consider all possibly choices. When we pull back under γτx,ξ,
we consider all possible renormalizations along intervals I as follows:
Definition 2. Let Iτ ⊂ ∂Sτ = {t+ iτ : t ∈ I} be the indicated segment of ∂Sτ . Then define
(13) U Iτ ,x,ξj :=
γτ∗x,ξϕ
C
j |∂Sτ
||γτ∗x,ξϕCj |∂Sτ ||L2(Iτ ,dt)
, (i.e.
∫
Iτ
|U Iτ ,x,ξj |2dt = 1),
where
||f ||L2(Iτ ) =
∫
t∈I
|f(Gt+iτ (x, ξ))|2dt.
We then associate Wigner measures to normalized complexified eigenfunctions. As will be
explained below, in the complex domain the relevant theory of pseudo-differential operators
is the Toeplitz calculus of [BoGu]. This reflects the fact that restricted complexified eigen-
funtions concentrate microlocally on the tangent directions to γx,ξ. Hence Wigner measures
are defined simply by multiplication operators along ∂Sτ :
Definition 3. Let a ∈ C∞c (∂Sτ ) and set
(14)
∫
Sτ
a(t)dW Iτ ,x,ξj (t) := 〈aU Iτ ,x,ξj , U Iτ ,x,ξj 〉 =
∫
∂Sτ
a|U Iτ ,x,ξj |2dt
Our aim is then to determine the weak* limits of∣∣∣U Iτ ,x,ξj ∣∣∣2 on Iτ and on general compact line segments of ∂Sτ,T .
Since
∣∣∣U Iτ ,x,ξj ∣∣∣2 is normalized to have mass one on Iτ it forms a pre-compact family of proba-
bility measures. The following Proposition asserts that the Wigner distributions are asymp-
toticaly invariant under translation.
Proposition 2. (Lebesgue limits) Let (M, g) be a real analytic Riemannian manifold of any
dimension m, Let (x, ξ) ∈ S∗M be any point. Then as long as γ∗x,ξϕj 6= 0 (identically), the
sequence {|U Iτ ,x,ξj |2} is QUE on Iτ with limit measure given by normalized Lebesgue measure
on Iτ . That is, for any a ∈ C∞c (Iτ ), we have
lim
j→∞
∫
Iτ
a(t)dW Iτ ,x,ξj =
1
|Iτ |
∫
Iτ
a(s)ds.
The proof of Proposition 2 uses the Toeplitz Fourier integral operator calculus of Boutet
de Monvel-Guillemin [BoGu]. Toeplitz operators arise in the complex domain because the
restriction γτ∗x,ξV
t
τ of the wave group V
t
τ on ∂Mτ is a Toeplitz Fourier integral operator (we
refer to §4 for the notation). This is the analogue in the complex domain of the operator
W = γ∗x,ξU(t) studied in [TZ]. In the real domain this operator is a Fourier integral operator
with a one-sided fold singularity; in the complex domain the analogous operator is of a very
different type: it is a Toeplitz Fourier integral which microlocally lives on the tangent space
to the geodesic. The main point of the proof is to show that the Wigner distributions U I,x,ξj
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are almost invariant under time translation. But the only translation invariant measures on
R are constant multiples of Lebesgue measure. Since we normalized the Wigner distributions
to have integral 1 over Iτ , the constant must be one on that interval.
The behavior of the local mass on general intervals is not clear apriori when γx,ξ is non-
periodic, especially at parameter distances t exceeding the ‘Eherenfest time’ log λj , where
the remainders in Egorov type theorems break down. The weak * limits cannot be deduced
from those on ∂Mǫ (which were studied in [Z]) since weak* convergence is not preserved by
restriction to sets of measure zero.
Proposition 2 combines with Lemma 1 as follows: If any of limit is < τ − ǫ on an open
set, then by Proposition 2 it has to be < τ − ǫ on all of ∂Sτ . Otherwise, the normalizations
of U I,x,ξj would have different exponential orders and Proposition 2 could not be true for
every interval I. We rely on the fact that Proposition 2 holds simultaneously for all of the
normalized pullbacks in Definition 2.
We now sketch the proof of Theorem 1 on periodic geodesics and of Proposition 1 to
highlight the differences between restriction to geodesics in the real and complex domains and
to indicate the kinds of new phenomena that are needed in the proof. To prove Proposition
1 in the case of periodic γx,ξ, we first prove an integrated version for L
2 norms.
Lemma 2. Let γx,ξ be a periodic geodesic of period L. Assume that {ϕj} satsifies QER along
the periodic geodesic γx,ξ. Let ||γτ∗x,ξϕCj ||2L2(∂Sτ ) be the L2-norm of the complexified restriction
of ϕj to a period cell ∂S
L
τ of ∂Sτ . Then,
lim
λj→∞
1
λj
log ||γτ∗x,ξϕCj ||2L2(∂SLτ ) = 2|τ |.
To prove Lemma 2, we study the orbital Fourier series of γτ∗x,ξϕj and of its complexification.
The orbital Fourier coefficients are
νx,ξλj (n) =
1
L
∫ L
0
ϕλj (γx,ξ(t))e
− 2πint
L dt,
and the orbital Fourier series is
(15) ϕλj(γx,ξ(t)) =
∑
n∈Z
νx,ξλj (n)e
2πint
L .
Hence the analytic continuation of γ∗x,ξϕj is given by
(16) ϕCλj (γx,ξ(t+ iτ)) =
∑
n∈Z
νx,ξλj (n)e
2πin(t+iτ)
L .
By the Paley-Wiener theorem for Fourier series, the series converges absolutely and uniformly
for |τ | ≤ ǫ0. The growth rate of ϕCλj(γx,ξ(t + iτ)) is thus intimately related to the joint
asymptotics of the Fourier coefficients νx,ξλj (n) in (λj, n). We use the QER hypothesis in the
following way:
Lemma 3. Suppose that {ϕλj} is QER along the periodic geodesic γx,ξ. Then for all ǫ > 0,
there exists Cǫ > 0 so that ∑
n:|n|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξλj (n)|2 ≥ Cǫ.
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Lemma 3 implies Lemma 2 since it implies that for any ǫ > 0,∑
n:|n|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξλj (n)|2e−2nτ ≥ Cǫe2τ(1−ǫ)λj .
In essence, we prove the lower bound in Proposition 1 in the ergodic case by showing that
all of the Fourier coefficients in the allowed energy region |n| ≤ λj are of uniformly large
size. Since the top frequency term dominates and its Fourier coefficient is large, γ∗x,ξϕ
C
j must
have maximal growth.
The argument sketched above only proves the desired logarithmic growth law of Proposi-
tion 1 for L2-norms. Proposition 2 improves it to give the local L1-convergence statement of
Proposition 1.
The proof of Theorem 2 follows the same general outline but is more complicated for two
reasons: first, the Fourier transform of γ∗x,ξϕj is the Fourier transform of an L
∞ function
and not an L2 function. It can be shown that it is not even a measure and so we cannot
speak of the ‘size’ of the Fourier coefficients. Hence it has to be multiplied by a decaying
analytic function before the Fourier transform is taken. And as mentioned above, the Fourier
coefficients may saturate the growth bounds somewhere on R for each j but the location of
the saturating mass may escape to infinity along the parameter interval. This explains why
we may need to introduce translations Nj into the times.
0.5. Generalizations. There are several natural generalizations of intersection problems
for geodesics and nodal hypersurfaces to consider: (i) to general real analytic curves C ⊂
M2 of a real analytic surface; (ii) to general real analytic hypersurfaces H ⊂ Mm in any
dimension; (iii) to generic or random geodesics in all dimensions. We plan to investigate the
generalizations in a subsequent article.
The generalizaton (i) is simplest, since most of the techniques and results of this article
apply to any real analytic curve C ⊂M2. The main one which does not is Proposition 2, in
the cases when the curve is not a geodesic. Moreover, the unit speed parametrization of C
no longer complexifies to an isometric embedding of Grauert tubes, and it is not as simple to
find the growth rate of 1
λj
log |ϕCj (γCC(t+ iτ)|; it does not equal |τ | when C is not a geodesic,
and one does not get the same concentration of complex zeros along the real points, i.e.
there exists an additional smooth component to the limit distribution of complex zeros.
The additional complication in (ii) is that nodal hypersurfaces intersect other hypersur-
faces H in codimension 2 submanifolds rather than discrete points. Hence the limit measure
will be a locally L1 measure on an a complex (n−1)-dimensional parameter domain. Instead
of expanding the restriction as a Fourier series or integral we would need to use eigenfunctions
of the hypersurface Laplacian.
The generalization (iii) is the most difficult, and it is not clear at the moment whether a
generalization of Theorem 1 to periodic geodesics in higher dimensions exists. We cannot
appeal to the QER result of [TZ] in this case. The QER result is a quantum analogue of
the fact that unit (co-)vectors in S∗HM , i.e. with footpoint on H , form a cross section to
the geodesic flow when H is a hypersurface and thus the first return map is ergodic. When
dimH < dimM − 1, S∗HM is no longer a cross section and the proof in [TZ] does not apply.
It is not clear that the Fourier coefficients always have uniformly the same size for |n| ≤ λ. It
is tempting to relate the L2 mass of restricted eigenfunctions to their global mass when the
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geodesic is Birkhoff regular (i.e. uniform) but the results so far do not improve on Theorem
2. However it is possible to prove a somewhat weaker version of Theorem 1 for random
geodesics; we postpone the proof to a subsequent article.
0.6. Acknowledgements. Thanks to Simon Marshall for many helpful conversations on
earlier drafts of this article, and to John Toth for collaboration on related problems in [TZ]
and elsewhere.
1. Geometry of geodesics and Grauert tubes
In this section, we discuss the geometry of geodesics and their complexifications in Grauert
tubes. We need to relate the holomorphic extension of γx,ξ to the Hamilton flow of the
Grauert tube function. The relations are valid in all dimensions and so we consider a general
real analytic Riemannian manifold Mm of dimension m.
1.1. Geodesic flow in the real domain. A potentially confusing point is that there are
two geodesic flows in the real domain, and both are relevant to the microlocal analysis of
wave groups. Below we denote by π : T ∗M → M the standard projection.
• The geometer’s geodesic flow: the Hamilton flow of the Hamiltonian H(x, ξ) = |ξ|2g =∑d
i,j=1 g
ij(x)ξiξj on T
∗M . We denote its flow by gt : T ∗M → T ∗M . The usual
exponential map is defined by expx ξ = πg
1(x, ξ). On the zero section 0M ⊂ T ∗M it
is the identity map.
• The homogeneous geodesic flow Gt : T ∗M − 0→ T ∗M − 0 (the bicharacteristic flow
of the wave operator): It is the Hamiltonian flow generated by H1(x, ξ) = |ξ|g =
√
H .
It is homogeneous in the sense that Gt(x, rξ) = rGt(x, ξ). It is not defined on 0M .
1.2. Grauert tubes. For background on Grauert tube geometry we refer to [GS1, GS2, LS].
A real analytic manifold M always possesses a complexification MC, i.e. a complex manifold
of whichM is a totally real submanifold. A real analytic metric g then determines a canonical
plurisubharmonic function ρg on MC whose square root
√
ρ is known as the Grauert tube
function. In fact, ρ(ζ) = −r2
C
(ζ, ζ¯) where r2
C
is the holomorphic extension of the distance-
squared function from a neighborhood of the diagonal in M×M . The (1, 1)- form ∂∂¯√ρ has
rank m− 1 on Mǫ\M , and the leaves of its null foliation (the ‘Monge-Ampe`re’ or Riemann
foliation) are the traces of the complexified geodesics γC(t + iτ). The Grauert tubes are
defined by
Mǫ = {ζ ∈MC : √ρ(ζ) ≤ ǫ}.
We define the Ka¨hler form ω = ωg of Mǫ by
(17) ω = i−1∂∂¯ρ.
The unusual sign convention (making the Ka¨hler form a negative rather than positive) (1,1)
form) is adopted from [GS1]. In terms of the real operators (with J∗ the complex structure
operator on 1-forms),
dc =
i
4π
(∂¯ − ∂) = − 1
4π
J∗d, ddc = −dcd = i
2π
∂∂¯,
we have
(18) ω = −2πddcρ.
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Following [GLS], we define the imaginary time complexified exponential map by
(19) E : (x, ξ) ∈ B∗ǫM → expCx
√−1ξ ∈ Mǫ.
The following Lemma records the way that E transfers objects between Mǫ and the co-ball
bundle B∗ǫM of radius ǫ in T
∗M .
Lemma 1.1. Let α = ξ · dx resp. ωT ∗M be the canonical 1-form, resp. symplectic form, of
T ∗M . Then E : (B∗ǫM,ωT ∗M) → (Mǫ, ω) is a symplectic diffeomorphism from the co-ball
bundle of radius ǫ to Mǫ. It has the properties:
• E∗|ξ|2g = ρg and E∗|ξ|g = √ρ.
• E∗α = ℑ∂¯ρ = dc√ρ and E∗ω = ωT ∗M .
Proof. This is a reformulation of some results of [GS1, GLS, LS]. The Theorem on p.
568 of [GS1] states that α = ℑ∂¯|ξ|2g on T ∗M where ∂¯ is with respect to the “adapted
complex structure” on B∗ǫM . Using a theorem of Kostant-Sternberg, they produce a unique
diffeomorphism ψ : (B∗ǫM,ωT ∗M) → (Mǫ, ω). It thus suffices to show that E = ψ. This
follows from the uniquness argument in [GLS] Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 1.8. That is,
ψ◦E−1 is a biholomorphic map ofMǫ which equals the identity on the totally real submanifold
M ⊂ Mǫ, and therefore must be the identity map.

Since (Mτ , ωρ) is a symplectic manifold, we can consider Hamiltonian flows of ρ and
√
ρ.
We denote the Hamilton flow of any function H with respect to ω = ωρ by exp tΞ
ω
H . When ω
is understood, we denote by Ξ√ρ the Hamilton vector field with respect to ω. The following
Lemma asserts that E interwines (both) geodesic flows on B∗ǫM − 0 with Hamilton flows on
Mǫ.
Lemma 1.2.
(20) E ◦Gt = exp tΞ√ρ ◦ E, E ◦ gt = exp tΞρ ◦ E.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.1 that E∗
√
ρ = |ξ| and that E∗ω = ωB∗M . Hence E inter-
twines the associated Hamiltonian flows. Similarly for the Hamiltonian flow of ρ.

We recall Liouville measure on each sphere bundle S∗ǫM of radius ǫ is given by dµL =
α ∧ ωd−1T ∗M . Under the complexified exponential map E, Liouville measure pulls to ∂Mǫ to
E∗dµL = dc
√
ρ ∧ ωm−1.
1.3. Complexified Hamiltonian flow. In addition to its Ka¨hler form ωg ∈ Ω1,1(MC),
the Grauert tube carries the complex holomorphic metric
(21) gC =
n∑
i,j=1
gij(ζ)dζi ⊗ dζj
in local holomorphic coordinates on MC. The complexified geodesic flow
(22) gt+iτ
C
: T ∗MC → T ∗MC
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is the partially defined Hamiltonian flow of the holomorphic Hamiltonian,
(23) HC(ζ, ξ) =
n∑
i,j=1
gij(ζ)ξiξj
on T ∗(MC) with respect to its holomorphic symplectic form
σ =
∑
j
dζk ∧ dξk
where ξk are the coordinates of a (1,0)-form in the basis dζk. The Hamiltonian vector field
is then
(24) ΞH =
n∑
i,j=1
gij(ζ)ξi
∂
∂ζj
−
n∑
i,j=1
∂gij(ζ)
∂ζk
ξiξj
∂
∂ξk
.
In these coordinates the canonical one-form on T ∗MC is given by
(25) αT ∗MC =
∑
j
ξjdζj.
We also denote by π : T ∗MC →MC the natural projection.
The following Lemma relates γCx,ξ(t + iτ) to the holomorphic geodesic flow.
Lemma 1.3. Let (x, ξ) ∈ T ∗M and let γx,ξ(t+ iτ) : R→Mτ be the analytic continuation of
γx,ξ(t) = expx tξ. Then:
• γx,ξ(t + iτ) = πgt+iτC (x, ξ).
• E(x, ξ) = πg1
C
(x, iξ).
• gt+iτ
C
= giτ
C
gt
C
.
• γx,ξ(t + iτ) = πGt+iτ (x, ξ) = πGiτGt(x, ξ) = γGt(x,ξ)(iτ).
Indeed, these identities hold for real t and therefore analytically continue to complex t.
1.4. Hamiltonian flow of
√
ρ and complexified geodesics. In this section we relate
γCx,ξ(t+ iτ) to the Hamilton orbits of Ξρ. Although both arise from Hamilton flows of metric
functions, it is not obvious that the holomorphic configuration space orbits γCx,ξ(t+iτ) should
be the same curves for fixed τ as the ‘phase space’ Hamilton orbits exp tΞρ. Thus, our purpose
is to relate the following two families of real curves:
• Orbits of the Hamilton flow of √ρ with respect to the Ka¨hler form ωρ on the level
set ∂Mτ , i.e. with
√
ρ = τ ;
• The complex curve γx,ξ(t+ iτ) for fixed τ .
As a (simple) example we consider the flat torus Rn/Zn. In this case E(x, ξ) = x+ iξ and
γx,ξ(t) = x+ t
ξ
|ξ| , γx,ξ(t+ iτ) = x+ (t+ iτ)
ξ
|ξ| ,
for
√
ρ(E(x, ξ)) = |ξ| = τ exp tΞ√ρ(x+ iξ) = E(x+ t ξ|ξ| , ξ) = x+ (t+ iτ) ξ|ξ|
.
Another way to contrast the two flows is the following: ∂Mτ is a contact co-isotropic
manifold for ωρ and the flow lines of the Hamilton flow of
√
ρ or of ρ form its real one
dimensional null-foliation. On the other hand, ddc
√
ρ has a complex one dimensional null
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foliation. We wish to relate the real null-foliation for ωρ on ∂Mτ to the holomorphic null
foliation for ddc
√
ρ on all of Mτ .
Proposition 1.4. The orbit of the Hamiltonian flow of
√
ρ through γx,ξ(iτ) on ∂Mτ is the
curve t→ γx,ξ(t+ iτ). That is, exp tΞ√ρ(E(x, ξ)) = γx,ξ(t+ i|ξ|).
Proof. Let (x, ξ) ∈ T ∗M be a real co-vector. It follows from Lemma 1.2 that exp tΞ√ρ(E(x, ξ)) =
E ◦Gt(x, ξ) and then by Lemma 1.3 that
(26) πGt+i
C
(x, ξ) = πGi
C
Gt
C
(x, ξ) = E(Gt(x, ξ)) = exp tΞ√ρ(E(x, ξ)).
Also, we have ([GLS])
(27) expγ(t) isγ˙(t) = γ(t+ is).
Indeed, let β(r) be the geodesic with initial conditions β(0), β˙(0) = (γ(t), sγ˙(t)). By defini-
tion, expγ(t) isγ˙(t) is the analytic continuation of r → β(r) at r = i. But β(r) = γ(t + rs)
for real r so β(i) = γ(t+ is). Therefore (27) holds. Since E(x, ξ) = expx iξ this says,
E(γ(t), sγ˙(t)) = γ(t+ is).
Putting s = |ξ| gives
(28) E(Gt(x, ξ)) = γx,ξ(t+ i|ξ|).
Combining (26) and (28) we have
(29) exp tΞ√ρ(E(x, ξ)) = E ◦Gt(x, ξ) = γx,ξ(t + i|ξ|),
completing the proof.

The following Corollary is also in [LS].
Corollary 1.5. γx,ξ(iτ) is a flow line of the gradient field ∇√ρ.
1.5. Ka¨hler isometric embedding of geodesics. As in the introduction, we let (2) be
an arc-length parametrized geodesic, and let (4) denote its analytic extension to a strip. The
special properties of geodesics are given in the following
Proposition 1.6. The map γx,ξ : Sǫ →Mǫ is a Ka¨hler isometric embedding. More preicsely,
(1) ργx,ξ(t+ iτ) = τ
2;
(2)
√
ρ(γx,ξ(t+ iτ) = |τ |;
(3) γ∗x,ξ∂∂¯ρ = dt ∧ dτ ;
(4) γ∗x,ξ∂∂¯
√
ρ = δ0(τ)dtdτ.
This gives another proof of Lemma 1.4 by showing that the Hamilton orbits exp tΞ√ρ and
exp tΞρ are length minimizing curves between their endpoints. Indeed, by [GLS] (p. 686),
d2(q, expq iξ) = −|ξ|2q.
Similarly for ρ(expq iξ) = d
2(expq iξ, expq−iξ), which is determined from analytic extension
of d2(expq ξ, expq −ξ):
ρ(γx,ξ(t+ iτ)) = d
2(γGt(x,ξ)(iτ), γGt(x,ξ)(−iτ)) = −4τ 2.
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Proof. Since γx,ξ is holomorphic, the last two statements follow from the first two, which are
equivalent. The first statement follows from the fact that the holomorphic extension of γx,ξ
corresponds under E (19) to the homogeneous lift of γx,ξ to T
∗M , i.e.
γ˜x,ξ(t + iτ) = τγ
′
x,ξ(t) : Sǫ → B∗M
and the holomorphicity of this map is essentially the definition of the adapted complex
structure in [LS, GS1]. Thus (as in Proposition 1.4), γx,ξ(t+ iτ) = E(γx,ξ(t), τγ
′
x,ξ(t)).

2. Szego¨ kernels on boundaries of Grauert tubes
The proofs of Proposition 2 and Proposition 2 are based on microlocal analysis in the
complex domain. In this section and the next, we introduce the basic objects of microlo-
cal analysis on Grauert tubes: the Szego¨ projectors and Poisson extension operator. To
the extent possible, we refer to [BoGu, BoSj, GS2, Z] for background. We include further
background on Fourier integral operators with complex phase in the Appendix §10.
As in [Z], we study the analytic continuation of eigenfunctions via the Poisson operator
(30) P τ : L2(M)→ O0(∂Mτ ), P τ (ζ, y) =
∑
j
e−τλjϕCj (ζ)ϕj(y),
which is defined by analytically continuing the Schwartz kernel of the Poisson semi-group
(31) U iτ = e−τ
√
∆ : L2(M)→ L2(M)
in the first variable to ζ ∈Mτ and then restricting it to ∂Mτ . As reviewed in §2 - §3, O0(∂Mτ )
denotes the Hilbert space of boundary values of holomorphic functions in Mτ which belong
to L2(∂Mτ ). The Poisson operator is a Fourier integral operator with complex phase and its
wave front is contained in the graph of the complexified geodesic flow (see §3).
2.1. Szego¨ projector on boundaries of Grauert tubes. We denote by Os+m−14 (∂Mǫ)
the subspace of the Sobolev space W s+
m−1
4 (∂Mǫ) consisting of CR holomorphic functions,
i.e.
Os+m−14 (∂Mǫ) = W s+m−14 (∂Mǫ) ∩ O(∂Mǫ).
The inner product on O0(∂Mǫ) is with respect to the Liouville measure dµǫ.
For each τ < ǫ, the Szego¨ projector
Πτ : L
2(∂Mτ )→ O0(∂Mτ )
of the tube Mτ is the the orthogonal projection onto boundary values of holomorphic func-
tions in the tube. It is proved by Boutet de Monvel-Sjo¨strand [BoSj] that Πτ is a complex
Fourier integral operator, whose real canonical relation is the graph ∆Στ of the identity map
on the symplectic cone Σǫ ⊂ T ∗(∂Mτ ) spanned by the contact form ατ := dcρ|(∂Mτ ), i.e.
Στ = {(x, ξ; rαǫ), (x, ξ) ∈ ∂Mτ ), r > 0} ⊂ T ∗(∂Mτ ).
This symplectic cone is symplectically equivalent to T ∗M under the homogeneous map
(32) ιr : T
∗M − 0→ Στ , ιǫ(x, ξ) = (x, τ ξ|ξ| , |ξ|α(x,τ ξ|ξ| )).
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The parametrix construction of [BoSj] for Szego¨ kernels of strictly pseudo-convex domains
applies to Πτ and has the form
(33) Πτ (x, y) =
∫ ∞
0
eiθψ(x,y)A(x, y, θ)dθ,
where ψ(x, y) = τ − irC(x, y) and where A is a classical symbol of order 2m− 1 in θ. Here,
we use that irC(x, y) is the analytic extension of
√
ρ(x).
In the theory of Fourier integral operators with complex phase of [MSj], the full complex
canonical relation of Πτ lies in the (Cartesian square of the) complexification ∂˜M τ of ∂Mτ . In
general, the canonical relations associated to the Schwartz kernels K(x, y) of Fourier integral
operators with complex phase lie in the complexification of the relevant cotangent bundles
T ∗(X ×X ′). But the wave front set WF (K) is contained in the real points of the canonical
relation. Since the symplectic geometry in the real domain is simpler, we choose to work
in the framework of adapted Fourier integral operators and Toeplitz operators of [BoGu]
(Section A.2 of the Appendix; see Definition 2.7). In the theory of Toeplitz operators of
[BoGu], a special symbol calculus is defined for a sub-class of Fourier integral operators with
complex phase known as Toeplitz operators or Hermite Fourier integral operators (see §3
of [BoGu] for the definition). The Toeplitz calculus of [BoGu] applies to the operators in
our problem, and it is not necessary for us to analytically continue to the complexification
(∂Mτ )
C. But for the sake of completeness we review the full complex canonical relations
and symbols in §10.3. For background on general complex canonical relations and their real
points, we refer to [MSj, ?] (see also §10).
We briefly recall the definition of adapted Fourier integral operators. Let X,X ′ be two
real C∞ symplectic manifolds and let Σ ⊂ T ∗X,Σ′ ⊂ T ∗X ′ be two symplectic subcones. Let
χ : Σ→ Σ′ be a homogeneous symplectic isomorphism, i.e one that commutes with the R+
action on the cones. Then a Fourier integral operator with complex phase from X to X ′ is
said to be adapted to χ if its complex canonical relation C is positive, and if its real part CR
is the graph of χ. It is called elliptic if its symbol is nowhere vanishing. In this language,
Πτ is a Fourier integral operator with complex phase which is adapted to the identity map
χ = IdΣτ : Στ → Στ .
As discussed in the Appendix of [BoGu] (section (2.11)), a Fourier integral operator A
with complex phase adapted to χ is a Hermite operator. The authors define the symbol at
any point of the graph of χ to be a half-density on the graph of χ tensored with a linear
operator
(34) KσAf(u) = λ
∫
e−q(u,v)f(v)dv
on S(Rn) where λ ∈ C and q(u, v) is a quadratic form with positive real part. Here, Rn is
the symplectic orthogonal complement in T (T ∗∂Mτ ) to TΣ. It is shown in [BoGu] that the
principal symbol of any Szego¨ projector Πτ is a rank one projector onto the ‘ground state’
annihilated by the Lagrangian system associated to the ∂¯ operator. By comparison, in the
symbol calculus of [MSj], the symbol is a half-density on the complex canonical relation. It
is computed in [BoSj].
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3. Poisson kernels and their analytic continuations
In this section we study the Poisson operator P τ (30) and its composition with the wave
group U t = eit
√
∆. We begin by reviewing the proof of the following
Proposition 3.1. Let (M, g) be a real analytic compact Riemanianm-manifold. Then P τU t
is a Fourier integral operator with complex phase of order −m−1
4
associated to the positive
complex canonical relation
(35) Gτ,t = {(y, η, ζ, pζ} ⊂ T ∗M˜ × T ∗∂˜M τ : (ζ, pζ) ∼ Git+t(y, η)}
where ∼ denotes the equivalence relation in §2.
Here, dimC M˜ = m, dimC ∂˜M τ = 2m − 1 and so the canonical relation has complex
dimension 3m− 1. The graph {(y, η, Giτ+t(y, η)} has complex dimension 2m.
As mentioned above, it is simpler to work in the framework of adapted Fourier integral
operators, since the symbols live on the real points of the canonical relation. In the following
Proposition, we use an extension of the notion of adapted Fourier integral operator in the
sense of §2. Namely, we allow the homogeneous symplectic map to be a symplectic embedding
rather than a symplectic isomorphism. All of the composition results of [BoGu] extend
readily to this case.
Proposition 3.2. P τ is a Fourier integral operator with complex phase of order −m−1
4
adapted to the isomorphism ιτ : T
∗M − 0→ Στ (32). Moreover, for any s,
P τ : W s(M)→ Os+m−14 (∂Mτ )
is a continuous isomorphism.
This Proposition is proved in [Z2, St]. A somewhat less precise statement is given in [Bou]
and in Theorem 3.2 of [GS2], but the proof is hardly indicated there. Since the statement
and proof of Proposition 3.2 differ somewhat from the previous versions, we review its proof.
We also need the following extension:
Proposition 3.3. P τ ◦U t is a Fourier integral operator with complex phase of order −m−1
4
adapted to the symplectic isomorphism
(36) χτ,t(y, η) = ιτ (G
t(y, η), y, η) : T ∗M − 0→ Στ .
Equivalently, P τ ◦U t is a Fourier integral operator of Hermite type of order −m−1
4
associated
to the canonical relation
(37) Γτ,t = {(ιτ (Gt(y, η), y, η)} ⊂ Στ × T ∗M.
Proof. This follows immediately from Proposition 3.2 and from the fact proved in [BoGu],
Theorems 3.4 and 7.5, that the compositon of a Fourier integral operator and a Fourier
integral operator of Hermite type is also a Fourier integral operator of Hermite type, with a
certain addition law for the orders and a composition law for the symbols. 
The proofs of Proposition 3.2-3.3 can be extracted from Hadamard’s classical construction
of a convergent parametrix for the Schwartz kernels of the the operators cos t
√
∆ and sin t
√
∆√
∆
in
a small neighborhood of the characteristic conoid. Hadamard did not consider the operator
exp(it
√
∆) since
√
∆ was unknown at that time, but in [Z2] we modify the Hadamard
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parametrix construction to construct the Schwartz kernel U(t, x, y) of U t as a convergent
Riesz series expansion near the characteristic conoid. Further it is shown that U(iτ, x, y)
admits an analytic continuation in x when (iτ, x, y) lies in a small enough neighborhood of
the complex characteristic conoid. Outside of this neighborhood U(iτ, x, y) is real analytic.
It follows from the construction that U(iτ) is a Fourier integral operator of complex type,
and its canonical relation is the graph of the imaginary time geodesic flow Giτ ; we refer to
[Z2] for the details.
However, we need one additional statement to justify the claim that P τ is adapted to ιτ .
The canonical relation Gτ,t of Proposition 3.2 is the holomorphic extension of Gt. We need
to see that the intersection of this graph with Στ ×T ∗M is Γτ,t. The proof involves the same
identifications as in §1.4.
We recall that Gt : T ∗M −0→ T ∗M −0 is the homogeneous geodesic flow, i.e. Gt(x, ξ) =
|ξ|Gt(x, ξ|ξ|). The analytic continuation in t is also homogeneous, so we have
(38) Giτ (x, ξ) = |ξ|Gtiτ (x, ξ|ξ|).
Lemma 3.4. We have: ιτ (y, η) = G
iτ (y, η). Thus, Giτ gives a homogeneous symplectic
isomorphism
Giτ : T ∗M − 0→ Στ − 0.
Proof. By homogeneity we may assume that |ξ| = 1. We then want to show that
Giτ (x, ξ) = (expx iτξ, ατ )
where ατ is the canonical one form of T
∗
expx iτξ
∂Mτ . Note that G
t(x, ξ) = gt(x, ξ) for |ξ| = 1
and we can analytically continue gt(x, ξ) in t. By definition, for (x, ξ) ∈ S∗M ⊂ T ∗MC,
giτ(x, ξ) ∈ T ∗γx,ξ(iτ)Mτ
is defined by extending the phase space Hamilton orbit γ˜x,ξ : R → T ∗M holomorphically
in time as an orbit of flow of the holomorphic Hamiltonian (23) and for fixed (x, ξ) is is a
holomorphic strip in T ∗MC. We then restrict it to the imaginary time axis to obtain a real
curve
(39) γ˜x,ξ(iτ) : [0, ǫ0)→ T ∗MC.
If πC : T
∗MC →MC denotes the natural projection, then πC(γ˜x,ξ(iτ)) = γx,ξ(iτ), so the only
non-obvious aspect is the pζ component. But γ˜x,ξ(iτ) is the cotangent lift of γx,ξ(iτ), hence
is given by
(40) Giτ (x, ξ) = (γx,ξ(iτ), gC
d
dτ
γx,ξ(iτ))
where gC : TMC → T ∗MC is the linear map defined by the analytic continuation (21) of the
Riemannian metric to a holomorphic symmetric two tensor on TMC. The formula (40) is
the analytic continuation of the lifting formula in the real domain. It remains to prove that
(41) (γx,ξ(iτ), gC
d
dτ
γx,ξ(iτ)) = αγx,ξ(iτ)).
We recall that d
dτ
γx,ξ(iτ) ∈ Tγx,ξ(iτ)MC and that γx,ξ(iτ) ∈ ∂Mτ . The curve t → γx,ξ(t + iτ)
is characteristic for the form ω restricted to ∂Mτ , and so
d
dt
γx,ξ(t + iτ) spans the null space
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of the form. Note that d
dτ
γx,ξ(iτ) = i
d
dt
γx,ξ(t + iτ)|t=0 and that T := ddtγx,ξ(t + iτ)|t=0 and
d
dτ
γx,ξ(iτ) = JT are symplectically paired by ωγx,ξ(iτ).
We now dualize to T ∗∂Mτ using the metric. We let ατ denote the canonical 1-form of
T ∗∂Mτ . Then ατ (T ) = 1 and kerατ is the CR sub-bundle of T∂Mτ . The claim (41) is
equivalent to
(42) gC(
d
dτ
γx,ξ(iτ), ·) = ω(JT, ·) = αγx,ξ(iτ)(·) ∈ T ∗γx,ξ(iτ)Mτ .
Indeed, we note that we get 1 if we evaluate both sides on T , and so it suffices to check that
we get 0 on the CR sub-bundle. But the CR sub-bundle is J-invariant and symplectically
orthogonal to T , and therefore also to JT .
Alternatively, we compute using Hamilton’s equations (24). If Giτ (x, ξ) = (ζ, p), we have
gC
d
dτ
γx,ξ(iτ) = gC(
∑
i,j g
ij(γx,ξ(iτ))pi
∂
∂ζj
= (
∑
i,j,k g
ij(γx,ξ(iτ))pigjk(γx,ξ(iτ))dζk
=
∑
k pkdζk = α(γx,ξ(iτ)).
Here, we also use that αC|TΣ = αΣ. In other words, if we restrict the holomorphic canonical
one form to TΣ, then it agrees with the restriction of the canonical one form of T ∗(∂Mτ )
to TΣ. But this is obvious since αC is the analytic continuation of the canonical 1-form of
T ∗∂Mτ .

3.1. Poisson kernel and Szego¨ kernel. Define the self-adjoint operator on L2(M, dV )
by
(43) Aτ = (P
τ∗P τ )−
1
2 .
By Lemma 3.1 of [Z] Aτ is an elliptic self-adjoint pseudo-differential operator of order
m−1
4
with principal symbol |ξ|m−14 . That is, (P τ∗P τ is a pseudo-differential operator of order
−m−1
2
with principal symbol |ξ|−m−12 .
Proposition 3.5. The Szego¨ kernel Πτ is related to the Poisson kernel P
τ by
Πτ = P
τA2τP
τ∗.
Proof. Let Π˜τ denote the operator in the statement. It is easily verified that
Π˜∗τ = Π˜τ , Π˜τ Π˜τ = Π˜τ .
To check the idempotent property we note that
P τ (P τ∗P τ )−1 P τ∗P τ (P τ∗P τ)−1 P τ∗ = P τ (P τ∗P τ )−1 P τ∗.
Further the range of Π˜τ equals O0(∂Mτ ). Thus it is a projection onto that space. Moreover
it is the orthogonal projection since it annihlates any f⊥O0(∂Mτ ): Indeed, O0(∂Mτ ) is the
image of P τ on L2(M) and P ∗τ f = 0 if f⊥O0(∂Mτ ).

Proposition 3.6. The operator P τAτ is a unitary operator: L
2(M) → O0(∂Mτ ) with left
inverse AτP
τ∗. Moreover, A2τP
τ∗ : O0(∂Mτ )→ L2(M) is a left inverse to Pτ .
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Proof. It suffices to show that AτP
τ∗P τAτ = A2τP
τ∗P τ = Id : L2(M)→ L2(M),
P τA2τP
τ∗ = Πτ : O0(∂Mτ )→ O(∂Mτ )
The identities are obvious (see Proposition 3.5). 
We note that the CR functions {uτj} are not orthogonal. However, it follows from Propo-
sition 3.6 that
Corollary 3.7. The CR functions P τAτϕj form an orthonormal basis of H
2(∂Mτ , dµτ).
Since Aτ = ∆
m−1
8 mod Ψ
m−1
4
−1, the basis {uτj} is almost orthonormal, i.e. the Gram
matrix
(〈uτj , uτk〉) = I +Kτ where Kτ is a compact operator.
3.2. Pointwise Weyl laws and norms for complexifed eigenfunctions. We denote
by
ΠIλ(x, y) =
∑
j:λj∈Iλ
ϕj(x)ϕj(y)
the spectral projections for
√
∆ corresponding to the interval Iλ, which we take to be either
[0, λ] or [λ, λ+ 1]. The analytic continuations of the spectral projection kernels are then
(44) ΠCIλ(ζ, ζ¯) =
∑
j:λj∈Iλ
|ϕCλj (ζ)|2.
Since they are of exponential growth, we also define their ‘tempered’ analogues,
(45) P τIλ(ζ, ζ¯) =
∑
j:λj∈Iλ
e−2τλj |ϕCλj (ζ)|2, (
√
ρ(ζ) ≤ τ).
We then have a one-term pointwise l Weyl law for complexified spectral projections:
Proposition 3.8. [Z2] On any compact real analytic Riemannian manifold (M, g) of di-
mension m, we have, with remainders uniform in ζ, For
√
ρ(ζ) ≥ C
λ
,
P[0,λ](ζ, ζ¯) = (2π)
−n
(
λ√
ρ
)n−1
2
(
λ
(m− 1)/2 + 1 +O(1)
)
;
Although we do not need it here, the asymptotics for
√
ρ(ζ) ≤ C
λ
are given by
P[0,λ](ζ, ζ¯) = (2π)
−m λm
(
1 +O(λ−1)
]
.
We now set
√
ρ = τ and define
M(λ) = (2π)−mτ−
m−1
2
λ
m+1
2
(m− 1)/2 + 1 .
The pointwise Weyl laws imply upper bounds on sup norms of complexified eigenfunctions
[Bou, GLS, Z2].
Proposition 3.9. [Z2] Suppose (M, g) is real analytic of dimension m. Then,
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(1) For τ ≥ C
λ
and
√
ρ(ζ) = τ , there exists C > 0 so that
Cλ
−m−1
2
j e
τλ ≤ sup
ζ∈Mτ
|ϕCλ(ζ)| ≤ Cλ
m−1
4
+ 1
2 eτλ.
(2) For τ ≤ C
λ
, and
√
ρ(ζ) = τ , there exists C > 0 so that
|ϕCλ(ζ)| ≤ λ
m−1
2 ;
By Corollary 3.7 the operator P τAτ is unitary so that {P τAτϕj} are orthonormal. They
are asymptotically the same as
λ
m−1
4
j P
τϕj = λ
m−1
4
j e
−τλjϕCj |∂Mτ ,
hence these are almost normalized to have L2-norms equal to one.
4. The wave group in the complex domain
To prove Proposition 2, we need to consider the symmetries of the matrix elements. The
key operator in studying restriction to complexified geodesics is the composition
(46) γτ∗x,ξ ◦ P τ : L2(M)→ O(∂Sτ ),
where γτ∗x,ξ is the pullback under (5). To prove Proposition 2, we show that to leading order,
this operator intertwines the wave group U t = eit
√
∆ on M with the translation operator
Ttf(s+ iτ) = f(s+ t + iτ) on ∂Sτ . On the infinitesimal level, γ
τ∗
x,ξ ◦ P τ intertwines ∂∂t with
the generator Ξ√H of the the geodesic flow. Here and below, we identify a vector field Ξ
with the differential operator Ξ(f) = df(Ξ).
It is simpler to work with a unitarily equivalent “wave group” V˜ tτ acting on the O0(∂Mτ ).
In this section, we define and study this wave group. The symbol calculus of Toeplitz Fourier
integral operators shows that it is essentially the compression to O0(∂Mτ ) of translation by
the (non-holomorphic) Hamilton flow of
√
ρ. This makes it evident that pullback by γτx,ξ
intertwines the wave group with translations.
4.1. The wave group V˜ tτ . .
We first define the operators V tτ :
Definition 4.1. Let Aτ = (P
τ∗P τ )−
1
2 (43). Then set
V tτ = P
τU tA2τP
τ∗ : O0(∂Mτ )→ O0(∂Mτ ).
The advantage of V tτ is that its eigenfunctions are natural:
(47) V tτ P
τϕj = e
itλjP τϕj.
Indeed, from Proposition 3.6 , A2τP
τ∗ is a left inverse to P τ . Hence it suffices to observe that
P τU tA2τP
τ∗P τϕj = eitλjP τϕj .
The disadvantage is that V tτ is not a unitary group and is not even normal since the A
2
τ
factors moves to the left side of U t when taking the adjoint and in general U t and Aτ do not
commute. So the spectral theorem does not apply to V tτ . This defect is remedied by:
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Definition 4.2. Define
V˜ tτ = P
τAτU
tAτP
τ∗ : O0(∂Mτ )→ O0(∂Mτ ).
Proposition 4.3. V˜ tτ is a unitary group with eigenfunctions
V˜ tτ P
τAτϕj = e
itλjP τAτϕj .
Proof. By Proposition 3.6,
V˜ tτ V˜
t∗
τ = P
τAτU
tAτP
τ∗P τAτU−tAτP τ∗
= P τP τ∗ = Πτ : L2(∂Mτ )→ L2(∂Mτ ),
so that V˜ tτ is unitary. Also,
V˜ tτ V˜
s
τ = P
τAτU
tAτP
τ∗P τAτUsAτP τ∗
= P τAτU
t+sAτP
τ∗ = V˜ t+sτ : L
2(∂Mτ )→ L2(∂Mτ ),
Similarly,
V˜ tτ P
τAτϕj = P
τAτU
tAτP
τ∗P τAτϕj = eitλjP τAτϕj.

4.2. V tτ as a Fourier integral Toeplitz operator. The following Proposition states the
analogue of Propositions 3.1-3.3 for V tτ . It shows that V
t
τ is a Fourier integral operator with
complex phase of Hermite type on O0(∂Mτ ) ⊂ L2(∂Mτ ) which is “adapted” to the graph
of the Hamiltonian flow of
√
ρ on the symplectic cone Στ associated to the Hardy space
O0(∂Mτ ) in the sense of [BoGu] (see §2).
Proposition 4.4. V tτ and V˜
t
τ are Fourier integral operators with complex phase of Hermite
type on O0(∂Mτ ) ⊂ L2(∂Mτ ) adapted to the graph of the Hamiltonian flow of √ρ on Στ .
They have the same canonical relations and principal symbols
σV tτ = |ξ|
m−1
4 σP τ ◦ σU t ◦ σP τ∗ .
Proof. That both operators have the same canonical relation and symbol is obvious because
they only differ in the order of the pseudo-differential operator Aτ , which has a scalar symbol.
By definition and by Proposition 3.1, V˜ tτ is a composition of Fourier integral operators
with complex phase, and all are associated to canonical graphs and equivalence relations.
Moreover all are operators of Hermite type. If follows that the composition is transversal,
so that V˜ tτ is also a Fourier integral operator with complex phase and of Hermite type.
The underlying complex canonical transformation is
Gτ,t ◦ G∗τ = {(ζ, pζ, ζ ′, pζ′} ⊂ T ∗∂˜M τ × T ∗∂˜M τ :
∃(y, η) ∈ T ∗M : (ζ, pζ) ∼ Giτ+t(y, η), (ζ ′, pζ′) ∼ Giτ (y, η)}
where Gτ,t is defined in (35). Thus
(ζ, pζ) ∼ Gt(ζ ′, p′ζ)
and there is the additional constraint that (ζ ′, pζ′) ∼ Giτ (y, η) ∈ Στ .
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The real points of this canonical relation is its intersection with Στ × Στ , and then we
have
Gτ,t ◦ G∗τ ∩ Στ × Στ = {(ζ, pζ, ζ ′, pζ′} ⊂ Στ × Στ : (ζ, pζ) = Gt(ζ ′, pζ′)} .
But then ζ ′ ∈ ∂Mτ , pζ = cdc√ρ and by Proposition 1.4 and Lemma 3.4,
Gt(ζ ′, dc
√
ρ) = (exp tΞ√ρ(ζ ′), dc
√
ρ).
It follows that V tτ is adapted to the graph of EG
tE−1 = exp tΞ√ρ on Στ .
The symbol calculation is then a routine use of the composition theory of Fourier integral
operators and therefore we only outline it here: The symbol of U t is well-known to be the
canonical volume half-density on the graph of Gt. On the real points of the canonical relation
Cτ of Πτ , this volume half-density is conjugated to the canonical volume half-density on the
graph of exp tΞρ in Στ × Στ .

4.3. V tτ as a Toeplitz Fourier integral operator. We recall that in [BoGu] a special
symbol calculus was developed for Fourier integral operators of Hermite type adapted to
symplectic diffeomorphisms, i.e. for compressions (restrictions) ΠτFΠτ of Fourier integral
operators F of complex type to the Hardy space H2(∂Mτ . Since the operators V˜
t
τ and V
t
τ
of this type, they have Toeplitz symbols in this sense. In the next Proposition, we calculae
these symbols and put the operators into a more geometric form of Toeplitz quantizations of
a Hamiltonian flow. Such a Toeplitz quantization was defined by Boutet de Monvel [Bou2]
and more systematically developed in [Z3].
To state the next Proposition, we need some further notation and background on symbols
of Szego¨ projectors. We recall from [BoGu] that σΠτ is a rank one projector onto a ground
state eΛ in the quantization of the symplectic transversal TΣ
⊥ ⊂ T ∗∂Mτ to TΣ. The ground
state is annihilated by a Lagrangian system of Cauchy-Riemann equations corresponding to
a Lagrangian subspace Λ ⊂ TΣ.
The time evolution of Πτ under the flow g
t
τ is defined by
(48) Πtτ = g
−t
τ Πτg
t
τ .
It is another Szego¨ projector adapted to the symplectic cone Στ ; since g
t is not a family
of holomorphic maps in general, Πtτ is associated to a new CR (complex) structure and
translation by gtτ does not commute with Πτ . But Στ is invariant under the flow and g
t
clearly commutes with the identity map on Στ . The change in the range of Π
t
τ under t is
encoded to leading order in the change of the principal symbol.
Under dgtτ , the Lagrangian Λ goes to a new Lagrangian Λt and σΠtτ is a rank one projector
onto a ground state eΛtτ depending on t. If we right compose by Πτ the composite symbol is
(49) σ(ΠτΠ
t
τΠτ ) = |〈eΛτ , eΛtτ 〉|2σΠτ .
The overlap 〈eΛτ , eΛtτ 〉 is an inner product of two Gaussians and is calculated explicitly in
[Z3]. It is nowhere vanishing.
Proposition 4.5. Let gtτ = exp tΞ
√
ρ on ∂Mτ and let
(50) στ,t = 〈eΛt , eΛ〉−1.
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Then
(51) V tτ := Πτg
t
τσt,τΠτ , V˜
t
τ = Πτ
√
σt,τg
t
τ
√
σt,τΠτ
Proof. It suffices to observe that each side of each formula is an elliptic Toeplitz Fourier
integral operator associated to the graph of gtτ . In the case of V
t
τ and V˜
t
τ this follows from
Proposition 3.3 and by the composition theorem for such operators in [BoGu]. In the case
of Πτg
t
τσt,τΠτ it follows similarly from the fact that Πτ is a Toeplitz operator and from the
simple composition with pullback by gtτ (see §2.1).
To compute the symbols we use Proposition 4.3. On the principal symbol level it implies
that
σΠτ ◦ στ,−tσg−tΠτgtσt,τ ◦ σΠτ = σΠτ ↔ |στ,t|2σΠτ ◦ σg−tΠτgt ◦ σΠτ = σΠτ .
Then
σΠτ ◦ σg−tΠτgt ◦ σΠτ = |〈eΛt, eΛ〉|2.
It follows that
|στ,t|2 = |〈eΛt, eΛ〉|−2.
There is no unique solution στ,t but we can choose

5. Restriction to geodesics I: Intertwining relations
The purpose of this section is to prove that the restriction γτ∗x,ξ intertwines translation on R
and translation by the geodesic flow on ∂Mτ . There are several further intertwining relations
of this kind, both infinitesimal and global. The one we need for the proof of Proposition 2
is a T ∗T version on ∂Mτ , and so it is emphasized in the following:
Proposition 3. On L2(∂Mτ ), we have
V ∗tτ (γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗∗Opλj(a)(γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗V tτ ≃ Πτ ((γτx,ξ)∗)∗T ∗t Opλj(a)Tt(γτx,ξ)∗Πτ ,
where ≃ means that both sides belong to the same class of Fourier integral operators and
have the same principal symbols. .
By adding lower order terms to the symbols we can arrange the left side to equal the
right modulo Toeplitz smoothing operators. We begin by using Proposition 4.5 to show that
Proposition 3 is equivalent to
Lemma 5.1. We have,
Πτ ((γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗)∗T t∗Opλ(a)T t(γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ ≃ Πτστtg−tΠτ (γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλj(a)(γτx,ξ)∗ΠτστtgtΠτ ,
in the sense that the operators on each side are Hermite Fourier integral operators (Toeplitz
operators) adapted to the symplectic embedding ιτx,ξ : R+γ
τ
x,ξ ⊂ Στ and having the same
principal symbol.
Indeed the equivalence follows immediately from Proposition 4.5 and from the fact that
(52) (γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ : O0(∂Mτ )→ O−1loc(∂Sτ )
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is the adjoint of a Toeplitz Hermite Fourier integral operator adapted to the symplectic
embedding R+γ
τ
x,ξ ⊂ Στ . The latter statement is proved in Theorem 9.1 of [BoGu]. All of
the hypotheses of that theorem are satisfied by the map
γτx,ξ × γτx,ξ : R× R→ ∂Mτ × ∂Mτ .
It follows that
(53) (γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ (γτx,ξ)
∗∗ : O0(∂Mτ )→ O0(∂Mτ )
is a Toeplitz operator quantizing the symplectic sub-cone R+γ
τ
x,ξ ⊂ Στ , i.e. having the real
points of its canonical relation along ∆R+γτx,ξ×R+γτx,ξ . It has a paramatrix of the form,
Πτ (γ
τ
x,ξ(t), γ
τ
x,ξ(s)) =
∫ ∞
0
eiθψ((γ
τ
x,ξ(t),γ
τ
x,ξ(s))A((γτx,ξ(t), γ
τ
x,ξ(s)), θ)dθ,
obtained by pulling back the parametrix (33).
Furthermore, Theorem 9.1 of [BoGu] assets that, for any Toeplitz operator ΠτQΠτ of
order r,
(γτx,ξ)
∗ΠτQΠτ is a Toeplitz operator of order r on ∂Sτ ,
whose principal symbol is the restriction of σQ to R+γ
τ
x,ξ.
5.1. Proof of Lemma 5.1.
Proof. The right side is the same as
(54) Πτστtg
−tΠτgtg−t(γτx,ξ)
∗∗Opλj(a)(γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗gtg−tΠτgtg−tστtgtΠτ
We use the obvious intertwining relations
(55) T t(γτx,ξ)
∗ = (γτx,ξ)
∗gtτ , (γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗∗T−t = g−t(γτx,ξ)
∗∗
to get
(56) g−t(γτx,ξ)
∗∗Opλj(a)(γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗gt = (γτx,ξ)
∗∗T ∗t Opλj(a)T
t(γτx,ξ)
∗,
and thus it suffices to prove
(57)
Πτ ((γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗)∗T t∗Opλ(a)T t(γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ ≃ Πτστtg−tΠτgt(γτx,ξ)∗∗T ∗t Opλj(a)T t(γτx,ξ)∗g−tΠτgtg−tστtgtΠτ .
Now T ∗t Opλj(a)T
t appears on both sides of the purported formula and is a completely general
pseudo-differential operator. Hence (57) is equivalent to
(58) Πτ ((γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗)∗Opλ(b)(γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ ≃ Πτστtg−tΠτgt(γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλ(b)(γτx,ξ)∗g−tΠτgtg−tστtgtΠτ ,
for any Opλ(b).
We further observe that g−tστtgt = στt ◦ g−t. We thus need to show that
(59) Πτ ((γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗)∗Opλ(b)(γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ ≃ ΠτστtΠtτ (γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλ(b)(γτx,ξ)∗Πtτ (στt ◦ g−t)Πτ .
To prove this, we show that
(60)
ΠτστtΠ
t
τ (γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗∗Opλ(b)(γτx,ξ)
∗Πtτ (στt ◦ g−t)Πτ
≃ ΠτστtΠtτΠτ (γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλ(b)(γτx,ξ)∗ΠτΠtτ (στt ◦ g−t)Πτ .
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Here, we inserted an extra factor of Πτ to the right of the first Π
t
τ and to the left of the second.
To prove (60) we use the τb = ∂¯
τ∗
b ∂¯
τ
b operator on ∂Mτ , where ∂¯
τ
b is the Cauchy-Riemann
operator associated to the CR structure of ∂Mτ as a real hypersurface in Mτ . Thus, Πτ is
the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of τb . Since ∂Mτ is strictly pseudo-convex, there
is a spectral gap between the 0 eigenvalue of τb and its first positive eigenvalue. Thus there
exists a pseudo-differential Green’s operator Gτ of order −2 such that

τ
bGτ = Id− Πτ .
We use this to write
ΠτσΠ
t
τ = ΠτσΠ
t
τΠτ +ΠτσΠ
t
τ
τ
bGτ .
We then observe that the principal symbol of the zeroth order Toeplitz operator ΠτσΠ
t
τ
τ
bGτ
vanishes. Indeed, since Πτ
τ
b = 0 it is the same as Πτ [σΠ
t
τ ,
τ
b ]Gτ . But the commutator
[σΠtτ ,
τ
b ] is a Toeplitz operator adapted to the identity map on Στ with vanishing principal
symbol, since scalar functions commute with the symbol of Πtτ . It follows that ΠτσΠ
t
τ
τ
bGτ
is of order −1, and does not contribute to the principal symbol of the right side of (60),
proving the claim.
Thus we reduce to proving that the symbol of right side of (60) is the same as the symbol
of the left side of (59) . But this follows from the fact that
ΠτστtΠ
t
τΠτ ≃ Πτ , Πτστt ◦ g−tΠtτΠτ ≃ Πτ .
Indeed, the symbol of the left side of the first expression equals
στtσΠτσΠtτσΠτ = στt〈eΛτ , etΛτ 〉σΠτ = σΠτ
since the numerical factor cancels by (50). The symbol on the left side of the second is
στt ◦ g−t〈eΛτ , etΛτ 〉σΠτ = σΠτ .
Indeed, g−tΛt = Λ so
στt ◦ g−t = 〈eΛ, eΛt〉−1 = στt,
and so the claim follows as for the first expression. This completes the proof of Lemma 5.1
and therefore of Proposition 3.

Differentiating Lemma 5.1 in t and setting t = 0 gives the infinitesimal version:
Corollary 5.2. Let σ0 =
d
dt
|t=0〈eΛt , eΛ〉−1. There exists a pseudo-differential operator R−1
of order −1 so that,
Πτ ((γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗)∗Opλ([
∂
∂t
, a])(γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ ≃ Πτ [Ξ√ρ + σ0 +R−1), (γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλj(a)(γτx,ξ)∗]Πτ .
Proof.
d
dt t=0
Πτg
tσt,τΠτ = Πτ (Ξ√ρ +
d
dt
|t=0σt,τ )Πτ .
By (50), the second term is
d
dt
|t=0στ,t = d
dt
|t=0〈eΛt , eΛ〉−1.

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Alternatively, one can construct a paramatrix for (γτx,ξ)
∗Πτ by pulling back the parametrix
(33), to get
Πτ (γx,ξ(t), ζ) =
∫ ∞
0
eiθψ((γ
τ
x,ξ(t),ζ)A((γτx,ξ(t), ζ, θ)dθ.
Applying ∂
∂t
changes the amplitude to
iθ
∂
∂t
ψ((γτx,ξ(t), ζ)A+
∂
∂t
A((γx,ξ(t), ζ, θ).
The first term is ∂ψ((γτx,ξ(t), ζ) · γτ ′x,ξ(t), and on the diagonal ∂ψ is the contact form, which
evaluates to 1 on γτ
′
x,ξ(t). Similarly, the symbol of Ξ
√
ρ evaluates to θ.
6. Lebesgue limits of matrix elements: Proof of Proposition 2
In this section, we use the intertwining relation in Proposition 3 to prove that matrix
elements
(61) 〈aU Iτx,ξj , U Iτ ,x,ξj 〉
of compactly supported multiplication operators on ∂Sτ with respect to the L
2 normalized
pullbacks of Definition 2 are asymptotically invariant under translation Tt : L
2(R)→ L2(R).
It is simplest to show
Proposition 6.1. Let a ∈ C∞0 (Iτ ). Then
〈 ∂
∂t
a, |U Iτ ,x,ξj |2〉 = oIτ (1), λj →∞.
The invariance property scales with the normalization of the pullbacks. We therefore use
the preliminary normalization
(62) uτj =
ϕCj
||ϕCj ||L2(∂Mτ )
and later divide again by the mass of the pullback on Iτ .
Proof. By differentiating Proposition 4.5 in t (and setting t = 0), there exists a pseudo-
differential operator σ0 on ∂Mτ of order zero so that,
(63) Πτ (Ξ√ρ + σ0)Πτuτj = iλju
τ
j .
We then use Corollary 5.2 to obtain,
(64)
〈( ∂
∂t
a)(γτx,ξ)
∗uτj , (γ
τ
x,ξ)
∗uτj 〉R = 〈[ ∂∂t , a](γτx,ξ)∗uτj , (γτx,ξ)∗uτj 〉R
= 〈[Ξ√ρ + σ0 +R−1), (γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλj(a)(γτx,ξ)∗]uτj , uτj 〉M
= 〈[R−1, (γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλj(a)(γτx,ξ)∗]uτj , uτj 〉M
where R−1 is a pseudo-differential operator of order −1. We then apply the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequaltity and the fact that
||R−1uτj ||L2(∂Mτ ≤ λ−1j ||uτj ||L2(∂Mτ
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to bound the final expression by
||〈[R−1, (γτx,ξ)∗∗Opλj(a)(γτx,ξ)∗]uτj , uτj 〉M | ≤ λ−1j ||Πτ (γτx,ξ)∗a0(γτx,ξ)∗Πτuτj ||L2(∂Mτ )
≤ λ−1j ||(γτx,ξ)∗uτj ||L2(I), (I = suppa).
If we divide γτ∗x,ξu
τ
j by ||(γτx,ξ)∗uτj ||L2(I) to obtain U I,x,ξj then the latter expression tends to zero
as λj →∞ and the sequence |U I,x,ξj |2 is a sequence of probability measurs on I whose weak*
limits must be probability measures on I given by constant multiples of dt. Of course, there
is only one such probability measure.

Remark 6.2. If we chose to divide by the L2 norm of γτ∗x,ξu
τ
j on a larger interval J , I ⊂ J ,
then we would end up with the ratio
||(γτ
x,ξ
)∗uτj ||L2(I)
||(γτx,ξ)∗uτj ||L2(J)
< 1 and the same estimate holds.
We give a second proof using the global propagator. Although it is essentially the same,
it is worth recording because the interval on which the remainder estimate is made gets
shifted by t units. We begin with a pointwise Weyl law giving almost uniform bounds for
restrictions of ‘most’ normalized complexified eigenfunctions.
Lemma 6.3. For all compact intervals I and ǫ > 0 there exists CI,ǫ > 0 and a subsequence
SI,ǫ of counting density D∗(SI,ǫ) ≥ 1− ǫ so that
lim sup
j→∞,j∈SI,ǫ
e−2τλj
∫
I
|ϕCλj (γx,ξ(t + iτ))|2dt ≤ CI,ǫ|I|.
Here, as above, |I| is the Lebesgue measure of I.
Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.9 that for all t ∈ R,
1
M(λ)
∑
j:λj∈Iλ
e−2τλj |ϕCλj (γx,ξ(t+ iτ))|2 = O(λ−1),
and by integrating over a compact interval I ⊂ R we have
(65)
1
M(λ)
∑
j:λj∈Iλ
e−2τλj
∫
I
|ϕCλj (γx,ξ(t + iτ))|2dt = |I|+O(λ−1),
where the remainders are uniform in t resp. I. We then apply a simple Chebyshev inequality
to (65). For any sequence {X(j)} of positive real numbers satisfying
M{X(j)} := lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
j=1
X(j) = M,
we have
D∗{j : X(j) ≥M +R} ≤ 1
M+R
M{X(j)} = M
M+R
,
hence D∗{j : X(j) ≤M +R} ≥ R
M+R
.
We put
X(j) = e−2τλj |ϕCλj (γx,ξ(t + iτ))|2, R =
1
ǫ
, CI,ǫ = M +R.

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Lemma 6.3 implies Proposition 6.1 as follows:
Proof. We assume that a ∈ C∞c (R). By Lemma 5.1 , we have
(66)
〈a(γτx,ξ)∗uτj , (γτx,ξ)∗uτj 〉R = 〈a(γτx,ξ)∗V tτ uτj , (γτx,ξ)∗V tτ uτj 〉R
= 〈V ∗tτ (γτx,ξ)∗∗a(γτx,ξ)∗V tτ uτj .uτj 〉∂Mτ
= 〈((γτx,ξ)∗)∗T ∗t aTt(γτx,ξ)∗uτj , uτj 〉∂Mτ +O(||Tt(a)(γτx,ξ)∗R−1(λj)uτj ||2∂Mτ )
= 〈((γτx,ξ)∗)∗(Tta)(γτx,ξ)∗uτj , uτj 〉∂Mτ +O(||(Tta)(γτx,ξ)∗R−1(λj)uτj ||2∂Mτ )
= 〈((Tta)(γτx,ξ)∗uτj , (γτx,ξ)∗uτj 〉R
+ λ−1j O(||(γτx,ξ)∗uτj ||Tt(Iτ )), (as λj →∞)
where (as above) R−1 is a pseudo-differential operator of order −1 and Tta(s) = a(s+ t).
We then divide by (||(γτx,ξ)∗uτj ||Iτ , and observe that we get translation invariance on the
longest interval with the property that
||(γτx,ξ)∗uτj ||Tt(Iτ )
||(γτx,ξ)∗uτj ||Iτ
is bounded, or more generally is o(λj). Lemma 6.3 implies that this happens for a subse-
quence of eigenvalues of full density. This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.

6.1. Lebesgue limits for the family of translates. When dealing with non-periodic
geodesics it is useful to consider the family
γ∗Gs(x,ξ)ϕj, (s ∈ R)
of pullbacks as s, λj vary. We have,
γ∗Gs(x,ξ)ϕj(t) = γ
∗
x,ξϕj(t− s),
so we are considering the family of translates
F = {Tsγ∗x,ξϕj, j = 1, 2, . . . , s ∈ R}.
The family of translates for fixed j is of course not compact in Cb(R) for general γx,ξ. On
the other hand, for fixed j the family of translates {ϕj(Gs(x, ξ)), s ∈ R} is compact in
C(S∗M).
We modify Definition 2 as follows:
Definition 6.4. Let {Nj} ⊂ R and define
(67) Y τ,T,x,ξj := U
τ,T,GNj (x,ξ)
j
We then modify the proof of Proposition 2 to show that the weak* limits of∣∣∣Y τ,T,x,ξj ∣∣∣2 dt on the line segments ∂Sτ,T
tend to normalized Lebesgue measure:
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Proposition 6.5. (Lebesgue limits for moving pullbacks) Let (x, ξ) ∈ B∗ǫM be any point.
Then as long as γ∗x,ξϕj 6= 0 (identically), the sequence {|Y τ,T,x,ξj |2} is QUE on R with limit
measure given by normalized Lebesgue measure on each segment ∂Sτ,T
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2, the key step is to generalize the intertwining relation
in Proposition 3 to prove that matrix elements
(68) 〈Opλj(a)Y τ,T,x,ξj , Y τ,T,x,ξj 〉
are asymptotically invariant under translation Tt : L
2(R)→ L2(R). We need to replace γτ∗x,ξ
by γτ∗
GNj (x,ξ)
everywhere in the proof. In fact, the intertwining relation generalizes to the
two-parameter equivalence
Πτ ((γ
τ
Gs(x,ξ))
∗)∗T t∗Opλ(a)T t(γτGs((x,ξ))
∗Πτ ≃ Πτστtg−tΠτ (γτGs((x,ξ))∗∗Opλj(a)(γτGs(x,ξ))∗ΠτστtgtΠτ ,
where the remainders are uniform in s. To see that the remainders are uniform we observe
that the intertwining relation holds for all (x, ξ) ∈ S∗M with uniform remainders in (x, ξ)
since S∗M is compact, and that we are only specializing the estimate to points on γx,ξ.
We then set s = Nj . Due to the uniformity of the remainders in the intertwining relation,
the matrix elements relative relative to γ∗
GNj (x,ξ)
uτj are of one lower order than the main
terms, and hence are of O(λ−1j ) when taken against the L
2-normalized Y τ,T,x,ξj .

7. Growth rates of restricted eigenfunctions: Proof of Lemma 1
We apply a general compactness theorem for subharmonic functions (see [Ho, Theo-
rem 4.1.9]):
Let {vj} ⊂ SH(X) be a sequence of subharmonic functions in an open set X ⊂ Rm which
have a uniform upper bound on any compact set. Then either vj → −∞ uniformly on
every compact set, or else there exists a subsequence vjk which converges in L
1
loc(X) to some
v ∈ L1loc(X) ∩ SH(X). Further, we have (‘Hartogs’ Lemma):
(69)
(i) lim supj vj(x) ≤ v(x) with equality almost everywhere
(ii) For every compact subset K ⊂ X and every continuous function f,
lim supj→∞ supK(vj − f) ≤ supK(v − f).
(iii) In particular, if f ≥ v ; and ǫ > 0, then vj ≤ f + ǫ on K for j large enough.
In [Z] we applied this compactness theorem to prove that for the full sequence of ergodic
eigenfunctions,
(70) vj =
1
λj
log |ϕCj (ζ)|2 → 2
√
ρ in L1(Mǫ).
. We note that when vjk → v in L1loc then lim supk→∞ vjk need not be upper semi-continuous.
If we denote by v∗ its upper semi-continuous regularization then v = v∗ almost everywhere
and by the compactness theorem lim supk vjk = v almost everywhere.
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Proof. To prove Lemma 1, we first observe that vj is SH (subharmonic) on Sǫ, and apply the
abo e theorem to {vj} with X = Sǫ0. Exactly as in [Z]), it follows from Proposition 3.9 that
the sequence {vj} is uniformly bounded above by 2|τ | globally on Mτ . Under the condition
of non-uniform convergence to −∞, there must exist a subsequence, which we continue to
denote by {vjk}, which converges in L1loc(Sǫ0) to some v ∈ L1loc(Sǫ0) ∩ SH(Sǫ0).
Thus, v ≤ 2|τ |. Assume for purposes of contradiction that v < 2|τ | − ǫ on an open set
Wǫ ⊂ Sǫ. Let Iǫτ = Wǫ ∩ ∂Sτ . By Lemma 2, one has ||Ux,ξ,Iτjk |2 → 1Iτ dt for every interval Iτ .
In particular, this holds on Iǫτ . We claim that v ≤ 2|τ | − ǫ on all of ∂Sτ . If not, there is an
interval Iτ,δ where v ≥ 2|τ | − ǫ+ δ for some δ > 0. That is,
γ∗τx,ξu
τ
j ≤ e(2|τ |−ǫ)λj on Iǫτ , and v ≥ 2|τ | − ǫ+ δ on Iτ,δ.
For any interval I,
1
λjk
log
∫
I
|uτjk|2
dt
|I| ≥ 2
∫
I
vjk
dt
|I| → 2
∫
I
v
dt
|I| .
So if I = Iτ,δ we have
1
λjk
log
∫
Iτ,δ
|uτjk|2
dt
|Iτ,δ| ≥ 2(|τ | − ǫ+ δ/2)
for k ≥ k0(δ). That is, ∫
Iτ,δ
|uτjk|2
dt
|Iτ,δ| ≥ e
2λjk (|τ |−ǫ+δ/2).
Again we have |Ux,ξ,Iτ,δjk |2 → 1Iτ,δdt. Now choose T large enough so that both Iǫτ and Iτ,δ
are contined in IT = [−T, T ]. Then we also have
|Ux,ξ,ITjk |2dt→ dt, weak * on [−T, T ].
Since Iτ,δ ⊂ IT , for sufficently large k,
||γ∗x,ξuτjk||L2(IT ) ≥
|Iτ,δ|
2T
||γ∗x,ξuτjk ||L2(Iτ,δ) ≥
|Iτ,δ|
2T
e(τ−ǫ+δ/2)λjk .
We then compare the two statements,
|Ux,ξ,Iǫτjk |2dt→
dt
|I| weak * on I
ǫ
τ , |Ux,ξ,ITjk |2dt→
dt
|IT | weak * on IT .
The conditions overlap for a ∈ C∞c (Iǫτ ), so let us choose a test function approximating the
characteristic function 1Iǫτ , and in fact we may assume a equals this test function. But on
Iǫτ ,
|Ux,ξ,ITjk |2 = |U
x,ξ,Iǫτ
jk
|2 ||γ
τ∗
x,ξu
τ
j ||L2(Iǫτ )
||γτ∗x,ξuτj ||L2(IT )
|IT |
|Iǫτ |
≤ CT,ǫ,δe− 12 δλj |Ux,ξ,I
ǫ
τ
jk
|2.
It is impossible that both |Ux,ξ,ITjk |2 and |U
x,ξ,Iǫτ
jk
|2 tend to 1 weakly on Iǫτ .
This contradiction shows that
(71) v < 2|τ | − ǫ on Wǫ =⇒ v < 2|τ | − ǫ on ∂Sτ .
It follows that
(72) lim sup
k→∞
1
λjk
log
∣∣∣γ∗x,ξϕCλjk (t+ iτ)∣∣∣2 ≤ 2(|τ | − ǫ) on all of ∂Sτ .
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
7.1. Hartogs theorem for the family of translates. In this section, we prove a slightly
more general version in which the origin (x, ξ) is allowed to move with the index of the
sequence:
Lemma 7.1. For any compact analytic Riemannian manifold (M, g) of any dimension m,
any complexified geodesic γx,ξ, and sequence {Nj} ⊂ R and and any sequence of eigenfunc-
tions, the family of plurisubharmonic functions
vj :=
1
πλj
log
∣∣∣γ∗
GNj (x,ξ)
ϕCλj (t+ iτ)
∣∣∣2
is precompact in L1loc(Sǫ) as long as it does not converge uniformly to −∞ on all compact
subsets of Sτ . Moroever, any limit of a subsequence is ≤ 2|τ |. If the limit v of a subsequence
vjk is ≤ 2τ − ǫ on an open interval t ∈ (a, b), then v ≤ 2|τ | − ǫ for all t ∈ R and
lim sup
k→∞
vjk ≤ 2|τ | − ǫ.
Proof. The uniform upper bound by 2|τ | of course holds for the whole family F (11). We
also use Lemma 6.5 in place of Proposition 2 and with Y x,ξ,Ijk in place of U
x,ξ,I
jk
where I is any
one of the intervals in the proof of Lemma 1, and then follow the same argument.

8. Periodic geodesics on surfaces: Proof of Proposition 1
In this section we prove Proposition 1 and therefore Theorem 1 for restrictions to periodic
geodesics on real analytic surfaces. We thus assume that γx,ξ is a periodic orbit of period L.
We then denote the orbital Fourier coefficients of an eigenfunction by
νx,ξj (n) =
1
Lγ
∫ Lγ
0
ϕj(γx,ξ(t))e
− 2πint
L dt.
Thus, we have
(73) ϕj(γx,ξ(t)) =
∑
n∈Z
νx,ξj (n)e
2πint
L .
Hence the analytic continuation is given by
(74) ϕCj (γx,ξ(t+ iτ)) =
∑
n∈Z
νx,ξj (n)e
2πin(t+iτ)
L .
It follows from the Paley-Wiener theorem and from the fact that γ∗x,ξϕj admits an analytic
continuation to the annulus e−|τ | < r < e|τ | that |νx,ξj (n)| ≤ Cje−|n|τ . Furthermore, the
Fourier modes |n| >> λj are exponentially decaying. In semi-classical language, such high
angular momentum is inconsistent with the energy λ2j of the particle. More precisely, for
n ≥ λj,
(75) |νx,ξj (n)|2 ≤ λ
m−1
2
j e
2|τ |(λj−n).
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Indeed, Propositon 3.9 gives
1
Lγ
∫
γτx,ξ
|ϕCj |2ds ≤ λ
m−1
4
j e
2|τ |λj .
It follows that ∑
n
|νx,ξj (n)|2e2n|τ | ≤ λ
m−1
4
j e
2|τ |λj ,
and (75) follows immediately from∑
n≥λj
|νx,ξj (n)|2e2n|τ | ≤ λ
m−1
4
j e
2|τ |λj .
8.1. Mass in the highest allowed modes. The purpose of this section is to prove
Proposition 8.1. Let dimM = 2. Suppose that {ϕλj} is QER along the periodic geodesic
γx,ξ. Then for all ǫ > 0, there exists Cǫ > 0 so that∑
n:|n|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξλj (n)|2 ≥ Cǫ.
Consequently, ∑
n:|n|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξλj (n)|2e−nτ ≥ Cǫeτ(1−ǫ)λj .
Proof. The first step is a direct application of the QER theorem of [TZ]. It implies that
within the range |n| ≤ λj the Fourier coefficients are asymptotically all of the same size 1λ .
Lemma 8.2. Assume that γ∗x,ξϕj is QER. Then for any 0 < a < b ≤ 1 we have∑
n:aλj |n|≤bλj
|νx,ξj (n)|2 →
∫
χ[a,b]dµx,ξ.
One can prove this using homogeneous or semi-classical pseudo-differential operators. For
instance, let χλ(D) be a semi-classical convolution operator on the circle S
1
L = R/
2π
L
Z with
D = 1
i
d
dt
and consider
〈χλ(D)γ∗x,ξϕj , γ∗x,ξϕj〉S1L =
∑
n∈Z
χ(
2πin
Lλ
)|νx,ξj (n)|2.
Assuming {ϕj} satisfies QER with respect to γx,ξ, we have
〈χλ(D)γ∗x,ξϕj , γ∗x,ξϕj〉S1L →
∫
B∗S1L
χdµx,ξ.
It follows that, for any ǫ > 0 we have∑
n:(1−ǫ)λj≤|n|≤(1+ǫ)λj
|νx,ξj (n)|2 → 2ǫ.
Consequently,
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∑
n:|n|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξλj (n)|2e−2nτ ≥ Cǫe2τ(1−ǫ)λj .

8.2. Completion of proof of Proposition 1 for periodic geodesics. The following
Lemma is an integrated version of Proposition 1 .
Lemma 8.3. Let dimM = 2 and assume that {ϕj} satsifies QER along the periodic geodesic
γ. Let ||γτ∗x,ξϕCj ||2L2(∂SLτ ) be the L2-norm of the complexified restriction of ϕj along one period
cell ∂SLτ . Then,
lim
λj→∞
1
λj
log ||γτ∗x,ξϕCj ||2L2(∂Sτ ) → 2|τ |.
Indeed, this follows from Proposition 8.1 since, for any ǫ > 0,
lim inf
λj→∞
log
∑
n:|n|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξλj (n)|2e−2nτ ≥ 2|τ |(1− ǫ).
To prove Proposition 1 we argue by contradiction. If it is false, then there exists a time
interval [a, b] and ǫ0 > 0 so that∫ b
a
|(γτx,ξ)∗ϕCj |2 = O(e(2|τ |−ǫ0)λj ).
On the other hand, by Proposition 8.1 we know that over the whole period interval we have,∫ L
0
|(γτx,ξ)∗ϕCj |2 ≥ C(e(2|τ |−ǫ)λj)
for all ǫ > 0. Hence, we have
(76)
∫ b
a
|Ux,ξ,τ,Tj |2dt = O(e−ǫ0 λj).
But by Proposition 2, every weak* limit of {Ux,ξ,τ,Tj } is a constant multiple of Lebesgue
measure. It follows that the multiple must be zero. But this contradicts Lemma 8.3.
9. Non-periodic geodesics: Proof of Theorem 2
In the periodic case, a key step is to compute the L2 norm of the analytic continuation
using the Plancherel theorem and to compare it to the L2 norm in the real domain using the
Plancherel theorem. For non-periodic geodesics, we introduce a decaying analytic factor to
put γ∗x,ξϕ
C
j into L
2 along horizontal lines.
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9.1. Analytic convergence factors. Let G be a real analytic function whose analytic
extension to Sτ lies in L
2(∂Sτ , dt) for each τ < ǫ. In particular we have in mind G(x) = e−x2/2,
but a less rapidly decaying choice is G = 1
t+ip
for large enough |p| >> ǫ.
Thus for a given analytic and decaying convergence factor G, we consider
(77) νx,ξ,Gλ (σ) = F
(G · γ∗x,ξϕλ)) (σ) = ∫
R
G · ϕλ(γx,ξ(t))e−itσdt.
We then have the Fourier inversion formula
G · γ∗x,ξϕλj (s) =
∫
R
eisσνx,ξ,Gλ (σ))dσ,
and analytically continue G · γ∗x,ξϕλj to
(78) G · γ∗x,ξϕCλj (s+ iτ) =
∫
R
ei(s+iτ)σνx,ξ,Gλ (σ)dσ.
We then have the Plancherel theorem for each fixed τ
(79)
∫ ∞
−∞
|G(γ∗x,ξϕCλj (s+ iτ)|2ds =
∫
R
e−2|τ |σ|νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)|2dσ.
As in the periodic case, the growth rate of |γ∗x,ξϕCλj (s + iτ)| as λj → ∞ depends on the
magnitude of the Fourier transform νx,ξλj (σ) for |σ| ≃ λj.
Lemma 9.1. Let dimM = 2 and suppose that γx,ξ is a non-periodic geodesic such that QER
holds in the real domain along each finite arc (such as a uniform geodesic. ) Then for all
ǫ > 0, there exists Cǫ > 0 so that∫
|σ|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)|2dσ ≥ Cǫ.
Consequently, ∫
|σ|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)|2e−2στdσ ≥ Cǫe2|τ |(1−ǫ)λj .
Proof. We consider the test operator G¯χ(λ−1D)G in the real domain, and its matrix elements
〈χ(λ−1j D)Gγ∗x,ξϕj ,Gγ∗x,ξϕj〉L2(R) = 〈Gχ(λ−1j D)Gγ∗x,ξϕj, γ∗x,ξϕj〉〉L2(R)
Lemma 9.2. There exists a subsequence of eigenvalues {λjk} of density one so that,
(80) lim
k→∞
〈χ(λ−1jk D)Gγ∗x,ξϕjk ,Gγ∗x,ξϕjk〉 =
∫
B∗R
|G(t)|2χ(σ)dtdσ.
Proof. That is, for any T ,
(81) lim
k→∞
〈1[−T,T ]χ(λ−1jk D)Gγ∗x,ξϕjk ,Gγ∗x,ξϕjk〉 =
∫
B∗R
〈1[−T,T ]|G(t)|2χ(σ)dtdσ.
On the other hand, there exists a subsequence of density one so that the G-weighted mass
on the complement is arbitrarily small, i.e. for all ǫ there exists T (ǫ) so that for T ≥ T (ǫ),
lim sup
k→∞
|〈1|t|≥Tχ(λ−1jk D)Gγ∗x,ξϕjk ,Gγ∗x,ξϕjk〉| ≤ ǫ.
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To prove this, we consider the Weyl sums
N(λ, T,G) =
∑
j:λj≤λ
|〈1|t|≥Tχ(λ−1jk D)Gγ∗x,ξϕjk ,Gγ∗x,ξϕjk〉|.
Assuming with no loss of generality that we use a positive quantization, this sum is bounded
above by
N(λ, T,G) ≤ ∑j:λj≤λ〈1|t|≥T ∣∣G¯χ(λ−1jk D)G∣∣ γ∗x,ξϕjk , γ∗x,ξϕjk〉
=
∫
T ∗R
1|t|≥Tσ
(|G¯ ∣∣χ(λ−1jk D)G∣∣)∑j:λj≤λ dW x,ξj .
Then
limλ→∞
N(λ,T,G)
N(λ)
≤ ∫
B∗R
1|t|≥T |G|2χ(σ)dsdσ < ǫ,
if T is chosen large enough so that
∫
|t|≥T |G|2ds < ǫ. By definition, a density one proportion
terms of the series in the numerator must be < 2ǫ.

On the other hand we can use (78) with τ = 0 to get∫
R
χ(σ/λ)
∣∣∣νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)∣∣∣2 dt ≃ ∫|σ|≥(1−ǫ)λj |νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)|2dt.
Combining the two limit formulae gives, for any ǫ > 0,
lim inf
λj→∞
∫
|σ|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)|2dt ≥ 2ǫ||G||2L2(R).
In the complex domain on ∂Sτ we then use (79) to get
lim inf
λj→∞
∫
|σ|≥(1−ǫ)λj
|νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)|2e−2στdσ ≥ 2ǫ||G||2L2(R).e2|τ |(1−ǫ)λj ,
concluding the proof of the Lemma.

9.2. Logarithmic asymptotics. As in the periodic case, we can then compute logarithmic
asymptotics of L2 norms on ∂Sτ :
Lemma 9.3. Assume that {ϕj} satsifies QER along arcs of the geodesic γx,ξ. Let ||Gγτ∗x,ξϕCj ||L2(∂Sτ )
be the L2-norm along ∂Sτ . Then for all G as above,
lim
λj→∞
1
λj
log ||Gγτ∗x,ξϕCj ||2L2(∂Sτ ) = 2|τ |.
Proof. By Lemma 9.1, we have for any ǫ > 0, and any G as above,
lim infλj→∞
1
λj
log ||Gγ∗τx,ξϕCj ||2L2(∂Sτ ) = lim infλj→∞ 1λj log
∫
R
e−2τσ|νx,ξ,Gλj (σ)|2dσ
≥ 2(1− ǫ)|τ |
.
On the other hand, the upper bound follows (as usual) by Proposition 3.9.

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Let G(t) = 1
t+ip
where |p| is sufficiently large (as above). Lemma 9.1 implies:
Corollary 9.4. For any ǫ > 0 and any λj there exists Nj = N(ǫ, λj) ∈ R so that
lim inf
λj≥∞
1
λj
log
∫ Nj+1
Nj
|γ∗τx,ξϕCj |2dt > 2|τ | − ǫ.
The choice of unit length intervals here is arbitrary.
Proof. Using obvious upper bounds on G on the intervals [n, n+ 1] we have,∫ ∞
−∞
|G(γ∗x,ξϕCλj (s+ iτ)|2ds ≤
∑
n∈Z
1
1 + n2
∫ n
n+1
|γ∗τx,ξϕCj |2dt.
Hence by Lemma 9.1 ,
2|τ | ≤ lim inf
λj≥∞
1
λj
log
∑
n∈Z
1
1 + n2
∫ n
n+1
|γ∗τx,ξϕCj |2dt.
If the Lemma were false, we would have for all n, and sufficienty large λj,∫ n
n
|γ∗τx,ξϕCj |2dt < e2|τ |−ǫ,
and then 1
λj
log
∑
n∈Z
1
1+n2
of these integrals would be ≤ 2|τ | − ǫ, a contradiction.

For any set {aI,j, j ∈ I} of real numbers,
max
j∈I
aI,j ≤ 1
N
log
∑
j∈I
eNaI,j ≤ max
j∈K
aI,j +
1
N
log#I.
The analogous bounds for integrals when |G|2dt is a probability measure is,
supt∈R
1
λjk
log
∣∣∣γ∗x,ξϕCλjk (t+ iτ)∣∣∣2 ≤ 1λjk log ∫R ∣∣∣γ∗x,ξϕCλjk (t + iτ)∣∣∣2 |G|2dt
≤ supt∈R 1λjk log
∣∣∣γ∗x,ξϕCλjk (t+ iτ)∣∣∣2 + 1λjk log ∫R |G|2dt.
9.3. Completion of proof of Theorem 2. As in the previous cases, we need to rule out
(72).
By Lemma (9.3) and Corollary 9.4 there exists a sequence [Nj , Nj+1] for which the lower
bound of Corollary 9.4 holds. For this sequence, (9) is false. It follows by Lemma 7.1 that
vj → |τ |. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.
10. Appendix
In this appendix, we review the QER result of [TZ] (see also [DZ]). We also review the
theory of Fourier integral operators with complex phase that we use in this article. We refer
to [MSj] and volume IV of [Ho] for background. Since the manifolds and metrics in this
article are real analytic, the theory of almost analytic extensions is not needed.
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10.1. Quantum ergodic restriction in the real domain. In this section we review the
QER theorem for hypersurfaces of [TZ]. There is no advantage to specializing to curves in
surfaces, so we review the result for hypersurfaces H ⊂ M .
Let H ⊂M be an embedded submanifold, and denote by
(82) T ∗HM = {(q, ξ) ∈ T ∗qM, q ∈ H}
the cotangent bundle of the ambient space along H . We also denote by T ∗H = {(q, η) ∈
T ∗qH, q ∈ H} the cotangent bundle of H . We further denote by rH : T ∗HM → T ∗HM the
reflection map through T ∗H , i.e. rH(ξ) = ξ′ with ξ|TH = ξ′|TH but with opposite normal
components.
We define the first return time T (s, ξ) on S∗HM by,
(83) T (s, ξ) = inf{t > 0 : Gt(s, ξ) ∈ S∗HM, (s, ξ) ∈ S∗HM)}.
By definition T (s, ξ) = +∞ if the trajectory through (s, ξ) fails to return to H . We define
the first return map on the same domain by
(84) Φ : S∗HM → S∗HM, Φ(s, ξ) = GT (s,ξ)(s, ξ)
When Gt is ergodic, Φ is defined almost everywhere and is also ergodic.
Definition 4. We say that H has a positive measure of microlocal reflection symmetry if
µL,H
( ∞⋃
j 6=0
{(s, ξ) ∈ S∗HM : rHGT
(j)(s,ξ)(s, ξ) = GT
(j)(s,ξ)rH(s, ξ)}
)
> 0.
Otherwise we say that H is asymmetric with respect to the geodesic flow.
To state the QER result for Dirichlet data, we need some further notation. The result
holds for several classes of pseudo-differential operators on H with essentially the same proof.
We state the result first for pseudo-differential operators with classical poly-homogeneous
symbols
a(s, σ) ∼
∞∑
k=0
a−k(s, σ), (a−k positive homogeneous of order − k)
on T ∗H and then for semi-classical pseudo-differential operators with semi-classical symbols
a ∈ S0,0(T ∗H × (0, h0] of the form
a~(s, σ) ∼
∞∑
k=0
~
k a−k(s, σ), (a−k ∈ S−k1,0 (T ∗H))
as in [HZ, TZ].
The restriction map S∗HM → B∗H is singular along S∗H and pushes forward Liouville
measure to a multiple γ−1B∗Hdsdσ of the symplectic volume density on B
∗H . Here, γB∗H :=
(1 − |σ|2) 12 We note that γ is a zeroth-order homogeneous function on T ∗HM which equals
the non-homogeneous γB∗H of [HZ] on S
∗
HM (i.e. |ηn|2 + |σ|2 = 1).
For homogeneous pseudo-differential operators, the QER theorem is as follows:
Theorem 10.1. Let (M, g) be a compact manifold with ergodic geodesic flow, and let H ⊂M
be a hypersurface. Let ϕλj ; j = 1, 2, ... denote the L
2-normalized eigenfunctions of ∆g. If H
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has a zero measure of microlocal symmetry, then there exists a density-one subset S of N
such that for λ0 > 0 and a(s, σ) ∈ S0cl(T ∗H)
lim
λj→∞;j∈S
〈Op(a)ϕλj |H , ϕλj |H〉L2(H) = ω(a),
where
ω(a) =
4
vol(S∗M)
∫
B∗H
a0(s, σ) γ
−1
B∗H(s, σ) dsdσ.
The analogous result for semi-classical pseudo-differential operators is:
Theorem 10.2. Let (M, g) be a compact manifold with ergodic geodesic flow, and let H ⊂M
be a hypersurface. If H has a zero measure of microlocal symmetry, then there exists a
density-one subset S of N such that for a ∈ S0,0(T ∗H × [0, h0)),
lim
hj→0+;j∈S
〈Ophj(a)ϕhj |H , ϕhj |H〉L2(H) = ω(a),
where
ω(a) =
4
vol(S∗M)
∫
B∗H
a0(s, σ) γ
−1
B∗H(s, σ) dsdσ.
10.2. Fourier integral distributions with complex phase. First, we review the rele-
vant definitions (see [Ho] IV, §25.5 or [MSj]). A Fourier integral distribution with complex
phase on a manifold X is a distribution that can locally be represented by an oscillatory
integral
A(x) =
∫
RN
eiϕ(x,θ)a(x, θ)dθ
where a(x, θ) ∈ Sm(X × V ) is a symbol of order m in a cone V ⊂ RN and where the phase
ϕ is a positive regular phase function, i.e. it satisfies
• ℑϕ ≥ 0;
• d ∂ϕ
∂θ1
, . . . , d ∂ϕ
∂θN
are linearly independent complex vectors on
CϕR = {(x, θ) : dθ(x, θ) = 0}.
• In the analytic setting (which is assumed in this article), ϕ admits an analytic con-
tinuation ϕC to an open cone in XC × VC.
Define
CϕC = {(x, θ) ∈ XC × VC : ∇θϕC(x, θ) = 0}.
Then CϕC is a manifold near the real domain. One defines the Lagrangian submanifold
ΛϕC ⊂ T ∗XC as the image
(x, θ) ∈ CϕC → (x,∇xϕC(x, θ)).
According to Definition 4.4 of [MSj], the space Im(X,Λ) of Fourier integral operators of
order m with complex phase is the class of operators satisfying
• WF (A) ⊂ ΛR;
• For every λ0 ∈ ΛR and every choise of local coordinates x1, . . . , xn near π(λ0), A
is microlocally of the form I(a, ϕ) near λ0 where ϕ is a positive phase function
generating Λ near λ0 and where a ∈ Sm+(n+2N)/4(Rn×RN) has its support in a small
conic neighborhood of (x0, θ0) ∈ CϕR, i.e. the point corresponding to λ0.
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Given a closed conic positive Lagrangian manifold Λ ⊂ T ∗X˜ − 0, there exists a principal
symbol map
A ∈ Inc (X,Λ)/Im−1c (X,Λ)→ Γm+n/4(Λ;L),
and also a quantization (denoted P in [MSj]) which inverts it. As in the real domain, given
a real analytic phase ϕ and its holomorphic extension ϕ˜ parametrizing Λ, one defines the
Leray residue form dϕ˜ on Cϕ˜ by
dϕ˜ ∧ d ∂ϕ˜
∂θ˜1
∧ · · · ∧ d ∂ϕ˜
∂θ˜n
= in+Ndz1, · · · ∧ dzn ∧ dθ˜1 ∧ · · · ∧ dθ˜N .
If I(ϕ,A) is a complex oscillatory integral with positive phase, and a0 is the principal term
of the amplitude A, then the symbol of I(ϕ,A) is
a0
√
dϕ˜.
10.3. Complex canonical relation of Πτ . The complex canonical relation of Πτ , which
lies in the complex co-tangent bundle of the (Cartesian square of the) complexification ∂˜M τ
of ∂Mτ . The positive complex canonical relation of Πτ is the idempotent canonical relation
Cτ ⊂ T ∗(∂˜M τ × ∂˜M τ )
satisfying C2 = C = C∗ given by
(85) Cτ = {(z, θ∂zρ, w, θ∂¯wρ) : z, w ∈ ∂˜M τ , ρ(z, w) = τ.}.
Thus, if we put
Sτ = {(z, w) ∈ ∂˜M τ × ∂˜M τ : √˜ρ(z, w) = τ}
then
Cτ = N
∗Sτ .
The canonical relatin Cτ can also be described as a flowout relation in terms of complex
characteristics of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operator ∂¯b. As a strongly pseudo-convex
hypersurface in the complex manifoldMC, ∂Mτ is a CR manifold whose complexified tangent
bundle has a complex codimension one subspace invariant under the complex structure J .
We denote by Z1, . . . , Zn, resp. Z¯1, . . . , Z¯m an orthonormal basis with respect to the Ka¨hler
form ωρ on MC of the holomorphic tangent space T
1,0∂Mτ , resp. the anti-holomorphic
tangent space T 0,1(∂Mτ ). Then b =
∑
j Z¯
∗
j Z¯j.
We denote the symbol of b by q. Its zero set is the characteristic variety Στ of b in the
real cotangent space T ∗∂Mτ , i.e. simultaneous kernel of the functions
(86) ζj(x, ξ) = 〈ξ, Z¯j〉,
which are the symbols of the associated derivative along Z¯j. Thus,
q =
d∑
j=1
|ζj|2 : T ∗∂Mτ → R.
When we holomorphically extend to ∂˜M τ , we get the complex characteristic variety J+ ⊂
T ∗(∂˜M τ ), the zero set of q˜, the holomorphic extension of q. We let ζ˜j be the analytic
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extensions to ∂˜M τ of the functions ζj and σ˜ be the standard holomorphic symplectic form
of T ∗∂˜M τ . Thus,
(87) J+ = {(x˜, ξ˜) ∈ T ∗∂˜M τ : ζ˜j = 0 ∀j} = {q˜ = 0}.
It is an involutive sub-manifold of T ∗∂˜M τ with the properties:
(88)
(i) (J+)R = Σ
(ii) 1
i
σ˜(u, u¯) > 0, ∀u ∈ T (J+)⊥
(iii) Tρ(J+) = TρΣ˜⊕W+ρ .
Here, W+ρ is the sum of the eigenspaces of Fρ, the normal Hessian of q, corresponding to the
eigenvalues {iλj} with λj ≥ 0. Thus, J+ is the stable manifold for the Hamiltonian flow of
q˜ on T ∗∂˜M τ .
Since J+ is a co-isotropic (i.e. involutive) submanifold of T ∗∂˜M τ , it has a null folation,
which is given by the joint Hamilton flow of the defining functions ζ˜j. We then define
(89) Cτ := {(x˜, ξ˜, y˜, η˜) ∈ J+ × J+ : (x˜, ξ˜) ∼ (y˜, η˜)},
where ∼ is the equivalence relation of ‘belonging to the same leaf of the null foliation of J+.
This equivalence relation may be described in terms of Hamilton flows. One has a fibration
π+ : J+ → Σ
whose fiber at σ is the orbit of σ under the joint Hamilton flow of the ζ˜j’s. Then
C = J+ ×π+ J+.
Equivalently, C is the flow-out of J+ ⊕ J+ from ∆Σ×Σ.
It is clear from the description that C ◦ C = C∗ = C, i.e. that C is an idempotent
canonical relation. The following proposition, proved in [MSj] and in ([BoGu]), Appendix,
Lemma 4.5).
Proposition 10.3. Cτ is the unique strictly positive almost analytic canonical relation C
satisfying
diag(Σ) ⊂ C ⊂ J+ × J+.
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